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Inventory control is one of the most important problems within the filed of 
supply chain management. This study investigates inventory systems in the presence of 
an electronic marketplace (EM), which represent a new distribution channel created by 
the fast development of E-Business.  
A periodic review inventory system in the presence of an EM is investigated 
first. In this system, regular orders can be issued to the supplier and emergency orders 
can be sourced from the EM at additional cost. Furthermore, excess inventory can be 
sold to the EM. When the order lead time from the supplier is one period, the optimal 
inventory control policy is developed from a dynamic programming model, which is 
characterized by three threshold inventory levels. When the order lead time from the 
supplier is longer than one period, three heuristic ordering policies are proposed to 
compute the order quantity from the supplier because of the computational difficulty of 
developing the optimal policy from the dynamic programming model. The first policy 
is a simple order-up-to policy. The second policy employs a constant order quantity in 
all periods, and the third policy solves a cost minimizing problem in each period to 
determine the order quantity. 
The second model investigated in this study considers an inventory system 
comprising multiple independent retailers and one EM. Retailers replenish products 
from their suppliers and can also purchase and sell products in the EM, which is 
operated by an independent market maker. Through extensive numerical studies, it is 
found that the inventory cost of the aggregated supply chain, which comprises all 
 viii 
retailers decreases substantially from the EM and so does each retailer’s cost. These 
cost savings become greater when the retailers’ order lead time, demand variability and 
the number of retailers in the EM increase. These trends also apply to the market 
maker’s profit. Retailers’ total cost saving is important because this will attract them to 
participate into the EM, which in turn leads to the inventory cost savings of the 
aggregated supply chain. 
Finally, this study also investigates a periodic review inventory system for a 
perishable product in the presence of an EM. In this system, the retailer receives a 
fixed quantity of order from the supplier in each period. The retailer can also bid in the 
EM for the quantity she wants to purchase and/or sell as well as the price to offer. The 
supply and demand quantities in the EM depend on the prices offered. Demand from 
customers in different periods is assumed to be auto-correlated. The optimal bidding 
decision in the EM and order quantity from the supplier are obtained. It is found that 
when demands fluctuate greatly in different periods and there are strong correlations 
among demands in different periods, great cost savings can be obtained by purchasing 
and selling products in the EM to adjust the inventory level.  
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tpY , :  Purchasing quantity from the EM at Period ; t
tsY , :  Selling quantity to the EM at Period t ; 
tu :  Order quantity issued to the supplier at Period ; t
l :  Order lead time from the supplier; 
tI : Inventory level at the beginning of Period t  after receiving the order 
from the supplier; 
tω :  Demand in Period t ; 
c :  Unit ordering cost; 
epP :  Purchasing price in the EM; 
esP :  Selling price in the EM; 
h :  Unit holding cost per item per period; 
π :  Unit backorder cost per item per period; 
α :  Discount factor; 
)(ωϕ :  Probability density function of demand in one period; 
)(ωΦ :  Cumulative density function of demand in one period; 
cPC epp −= : Unit relative purchasing cost in the EM; 
ess PcC −= : Unit relative selling cost in the EM; 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the management of material and 
information flows both in and between facilities, such as vendors, manufacturing and 
assembly plants and distribution centers (Thomas and Griffin 1996) so as to deliver the 
right products to the right place at the right time for the right prices. SCM has attracted 
much attention in the past decades because large amount of money are associated with 
SCM related activities. In the United States, the cost of logistics—the process of 
transporting products from the seller to the buyer—has been estimated at $670 million, 
more than 10% of the Gross National Product (Thomas and Griffin 1996). In the mean 
while, it is common for U.S. manufacturing firms that logistics costs account for 30% 
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of the cost of goods sold (Thomas and Griffin 1996). By improving supply chain 
management, companies can obtain substantial cost savings and consequently improve 
their competitive capabilities. 
During the past decades, we have witnessed the fast developments of 
information technologies, which have greatly helped companies to improve their 
supply chain management. With advanced tools, it has been increasing easier for 
companies to collect, store, process and distribute data alongside their supply chains. 
This leads to improved supply chain efficiencies because the controls of production 
and inventory are based on more accurate and real time information. Advances in 
information technologies also provide tighter connectivity among supply chain 
members, resulting in more information exchange and collaborations. Keenan and 
Ante (2002) forecasted that facilitated by the Internet, collaborations among supply 
chain partners can save approximately $233 billion in transaction, production and 
inventory during 2003 to 2007. 
Advances in information technology, especially the wide spread of Internet, 
have propelled and are still propelling the developments of E-Business and E-
Commerce. According to a research report provided by Forrester in 2002, E-
Commerce in the United States had been growing at an annual rate of 97 percent over 
the past five years with transactions growing from $2.4 billion to $72 billion (Johnson 
et al., 2002). The annual growth rate of E-Commerce is expected to be 25% with 
transactions increasing to $218 billion in 2007 (Johnson et al., 2002).   
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It is no doubt that E-Businesses provide abundant opportunities for companies 
to improve their supply chain management. At the same time, Geoffrion and Krishnan 
(2001) pointed out that supply chain management is likely to be crucial in the E-
Business era. The motivation of this study is to shed some light on revealing the 
impacts of E-Business on supply chain management and explore how companies can 
make use of the opportunities provided by E-Business to improve their supply chain 
management. In the next section, an introduction to supply chain management in E-
Business is provided. 
1.2 Supply chain management and E-Business 
Supply chain management spans from product design, material procurement, 
production, inventory, distribution, after-sales support till end-of-life disposal. On 
almost every aspect of SCM, E-Businesses have great impacts.  
1.2.1 Supply chain management in E-Business 
Swaminathan and Tayur (2003) defined E-Business to be “a business process 
that uses the Internet or other electronic medium as a channel to complete business 
transactions”. Adopting E-Business implies that a company must improve some of 
their current supply chain performances while at the same time, tackle some new 
supply chain challenges. 
Chapter 1         Introduction       
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For example, direct sale to customers from a company’s own websites is 
attractive because it makes the distribution channels simple and thus save great costs. 
Leader in direct sale include Dell and Cisco. As early as 1999, $30 million of Dell 
computers’ daily revenue comes from online sales. For Cisco, it handles 70% of its 
orders through its website (Magretta 1998). When companies employ direct sales via 
Internet, the crucial problem is how long customers should wait for their orders to be 
fulfilled, which heavily depends on a company’s supply chain management. Therefore, 
companies must improve their supply chain management to support on time delivery 
without incurring high cost. This involves a set of changes from relocation of 
distribution centres, streamlined online orders with backend assemble lines and 
upstream suppliers, etc. In cases that customers are allowed to configure their orders 
online, such as Dell computer, the modularisation of products design and 
postponement production strategies are also vital for the success of direct sale.  
Apart from improving current SCM, adopting E-Business also implies that 
companies will face new supply chain challenges. Take direct sales for example. 
Direct sales via Internet have made it easy to adjust the selling prices based on real 
time demand orders and inventory levels because the costs associated with changing 
prices dynamically in the website are neglectable. Dynamic pricing in the 
consideration of inventory control is a new supply chain management problem brought 
by the E-Business (Elmaghraby and Keskinocak 2003).  
E-Businesses also create new channels such as electronic marketplace (EM). 
EMs provide companies more options to source materials and distribute their own 
products as well as a place to salvage companies’ excess inventory and capacities. 
Chapter 1         Introduction       
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How to coordinate these new channels with their current supply chains are challenging 
problems. Swaminathan and Tayur (2003) pointed out that companies should 
understand the advantages of their current supply chains and new channels so that they 
can manage the material and information flows in both channels properly. 
Supply chain management in E-Business is a vast topic. Thus, this study does 
not intend to be a comprehensive one. Instead, this study focuses on one of the supply 
chain problems, inventory control, in the presence of an EM, which is a new 
distribution channel created by E-Business. In the next section, an introduction to 
electronic marketplaces is presented, including its definitions, functions and its 
advantage over traditional marketplaces. 
1.2.2 Electronic marketplace 
The first system carrying the concept of EM is known as Selevision, which can 
be dated back to 1940s (Henderson 1984), and was used to trade fruits in Florida. In 
1970s, the first computer based EM project was launched, indicating the real 
development of EM (Grieger 2003). From then on, EM has been growing at a high rate, 
propelled by the advances in information technologies, especially the wide spread of 
Internet in the past decades. It is estimated that there are already 750 EMs in operation 
in the first quarter of 2000 (Economist 2000). A research report from Forrester 
Research estimated that more than half of online business-to-business transactions will 
be carried out through electronic marketplaces, which account for around $1.35 trillion 
(Kafka et al., 2000). 
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An EM can be defined from different perspectives. Some of the definitions are 
listed in Table 1-1 (Grieger, 2003). 
Table 1-1 Selected EM definitions 
Author EM definition 
McCoy and 
Sarhan (1988) 
“An EM separates the negotiating function from the physical transfer of the 
product or commodity in which the market trades. It can manage buyers_ and 
sellers_ offers and bids, as well as moving products directly from sellers to 
buyers. The system is open to all buyers and sellers, regardless of their location 
and can provide instant market information to all traders” 
 
Bakos (1991) “. . .is an interorganisational information system that allows the participating 




‘‘. . . can be viewed as a public listing of products and their attributes from all 
suppliers in an industry segment, and available to all potential buyers’’ 
 
Bakos (1998) ‘‘. . . facilitating the exchange of information, goods, services, and payments. In 
the process, they create economic value for buyers, sellers, market 
intermediaries, and for society at large’’ 
 
Segev et al. 
(1999) 
‘‘Compared to many other electronic procurement solutions, EMs represent a 
relatively neutral position between buyer and seller, providing services to both 
sides of a transaction. An EM represents a virtual place where buyers and sellers 




‘‘. . . function as digital intermediaries that focus on industry verticals or 
specific business functions. They set up marketplaces where firms participate in 
buying and selling activities after they obtain membership’’ 
 
Mueller (2000) ‘‘Electronic markets allow buyers and sellers to exchange information about 
product offerings and prices bid and asked’’  
 
Ariba (2000) ‘‘. . . are commerce sites on the public Internet that allow large communities of 
buyers and suppliers to ‘‘meet’’ and trade with each other. They present ideal 
structures for commercial exchange, achieving new levels of market efficiency 




‘‘. . . is a meeting-point where suppliers and buyers can interact online’’ 
 
Lipis et al. 
(2000) 
‘‘. . . is an Internet-based solution that links businesses interested in buying and 
selling related goods or services from one another. It can be distinguished from 
a procurement or distribution system insofar as it must be neutral, taking into 
account the interests of both buyers and sellers in its governance’’ 
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Although there are different definitions, EMs remain the core functions of 
marketplaces: aggregating buyers and sellers and facilitating transactions. The 
difference between an EM and a traditional marketplace is the underlying intermediary. 
While traditional marketplaces are restricted by time and space, these restrictions have 
little effect on EMs because they are supported by information technology. 
Consequently, EMs become ubiquitous and available 24 hours a day. 
Because EMs can be accessed any time anywhere, there are more participants 
in EMs than in traditional marketplaces, resulting in more information exchanges. As a 
result, the “search costs” in EMs are much lower than in traditional marketplaces. 
Search cost is defined to be “the buyers’ cost to obtain information about the price and 
product features of seller offerings as well as the sellers’ cost to communicate 
information about their prices and product characteristics” (Bakos 1998). 
The lower search costs imply that it is easier for companies to find supply and 
demand information in EMs. Supply information provides companies more 
procurement options and demand information brings more customers to companies. By 
incorporating information gathered from EMs with its internal information, e.g. 
production, inventory, forecasted demand, a company can make more informed supply 
chain decisions, which lead to improved supply chain efficiency and lower costs. 
Chapter 1         Introduction       
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1.3 Scope of this study 
1.3.1 Motivation of this study 
Properly coordinating EMs with their current supply chains, companies can 
expect great improvement of their supply chain management and lower logistics costs. 
However, in order to realize these advantages, complex decision support systems are 
needed to help companies decide “what to sell, what to buy, and what to promote” 
(Keskinnocak et al., 2001) in both EMs and their current supply chains.  
Due to the short history of EMs and the fact that they are still growing at fast 
rates, the impacts of EMs on supply chain management are not clear and there lacks 
sufficient researches on how to coordinate EMs with a company’s current supply chain. 
Hoek (2001) claimed that “The supply chain dimension of e-business is largely 
neglected and managed poorly”. Grieger (2003) conducted a critical literature review 
about EMs, discussed why supply chain management is important within EMs and 
analyzed different relationships between supply chain management and EMs. Grieger 
(2003) concluded by calling for more researches about supply chain management in 
the presence of EMs.  
Among many problems within the area of supply chain management, inventory 
control is one of the most important ones and inventory cost is a big component of 
logistics related costs. Inventories of raw materials, semi-finished and final products 
are maintained at various nodes alongside supply chains to buffer different kinds of 
variability, such as: demand fluctuations, supply and delivery uncertainties, machine 
Chapter 1         Introduction       
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failures and so on. The main difficulty in inventory control is to tradeoff between the 
costs of maintaining high and low inventory levels. Maintaining high inventory level 
could effectively buffer variability and provide high customer service level but will 
lead to high inventory holding costs. On the other hand, maintaining insufficient 
inventories will harm customer service levels, which will also lead to high cost. This 
study will explore how to make use of EMs to improve inventory control. 
1.3.2 Inventory control in the presence of electronic marketplace 
EMs provide companies more procurement and distribution options by 
providing abundant supply and demand information. Keskinocak and Tayur (2001) 
classified information gathered from EMs into three categories: 
• E-orders: demand posted online by new customers; 
• E-inventory: other companies’ inventory posted online; 
• E-capacity: other companies’ capacity posted on the web. 
The information gathered from EMs can help companies make more informed 
decisions to improve their inventory control. For example, when the demand from 
customers is low, companies may choose to sell some of their excess inventories 
through an EM to satisfy E-orders instead of carrying them and bear high inventory 
holding cost. Similarly, when the supply from upstream supply chain member is 
insufficient, companies can purchase E-inventory to satisfy large demand from 
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customers instead of losing the demand. Furthermore, companies may also consider 
purchasing E-capacity to increase their yield or sell their production capacity in an EM 
to improve the production efficiency. However, this is beyond the scope of this study.  
1.3.3 Flow of the dissertation 
This dissertation contains 6 chapters. In Chapter 2, literatures related to this 
study will be reviewed. The topics covered in the literature review include: supply 
chain management and E-Business, electronic marketplaces, inventory systems, etc. 
In Chapter 3, a single level periodic review inventory system in the presence of 
an EM is investigated, where a retailer replenishes products from a single supplier to 
satisfy the stochastic demand from customers. In the meanwhile, the retailer can place 
emergency orders to the EM and sold excess inventory to the EM at additional costs. 
The optimal inventory control policy is developed from the dynamic programming 
model when the order lead time from the supplier is one period. When the order lead 
time is longer than one period, heuristic policies are proposed. Numerical experiments 
are conducted to measure the cost savings from the EM and compare different heuristic 
policies in terms of total cost. 
Chapter 4 extends the work in Chapter 3 by considering an inventory system 
with multiple independent retailers, who can purchase and sell inventories through an 
EM. The EM is operated by an independent market maker (MM). Retailers strive to 
minimize their costs and the MM tries to maximize her profit by setting the 
commission charges for transactions in the EM. The inventory cost savings of the 
Chapter 1         Introduction       
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aggregated supply, which comprises all retailers, and retailers’ total cost savings are 
measured. The impacts of different system parameters are also investigated. 
In Chapter 5, a periodic review inventory system for a perishable product in the 
presence of an EM is investigated. In this system, the retailer receives a fixed quantity 
of order from the supplier in each period. The retailer can also bid in the EM for the 
quantity she wants to purchase and/or sell as well as the price to offer. The supply and 
demand quantities in the EM depend on the prices offered. Demand from customers in 
different periods is assumed to be auto-correlated. The impacts of different demand 
processes on the cost savings from the EM are analyzed. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the studies covered in this dissertation and give some 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 
This chapter provides survey of previous works that are related to this study. In 
Section 2.1, some literatures about supply chain management and E-Business are 
reviewed to provide the background of this research. Because this study specifically 
focuses on inventory systems in the presence of an EM, Section 2.2 will review 
literatures discussing EMs and in Section 2.3, literatures about inventory control 
problems, which are close to this study, will be reviewed. 
2.1 E-Business and supply chain management 
In Section 2.1.1, some literatures about E-Business and supply chain 
management will be reviewed. Section 2.1.2 will survey some research works about 
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supply chain management in the presence of EMs because this study investigates 
inventory control problems in the presence of an EM.  
2.1.1 E-Business and supply chain management 
Geoffrion and Krishnan (2003a) classified the impacts of E-Business on supply 
chain management to be two levels. At the lower level, E-Businesses provide enriched 
information, based on which companies can improve their current supply chain 
operations. Information has long been proved to play a vital role in supply chain 
management (Lee et al., 1997a, 1997b, 2000) and a distinct characteristic of E-
Business is that companies can easily collect, process and communicate data and 
extract information from these data. The enriched information provided by E-Business 
can help companies to improve their supply chain management and reduce costs. For 
example, demand information gathered from E-Business can be used to improve 
demand forecasting (Spann and Skiera 2003) and facilitates the application of dynamic 
pricing in the consideration of inventory control (Elmaghraby and Keskinocak 2003), 
etc. E-Businesses also make it easier to obtain information about customers’ product 
preferences and service requirements. This information can be used to improve 
companies’ customer services such as products personalization, customer relationship 
management, etc. Padmanabhan and Tuzhilin (2003), Murthi and Sarkar (2003) and 
Boyd and Bilegan (2003) addressed these problems. 
At the higher level, Geoffrion and Krishnan (2003a) pointed out that new 
distribution channels are created by E-Businesses, offering companies more 
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procurements and distribution options. To coordinate these new channels with 
companies’ current supply chains are challenging problems to be tackled. Kleindorfer 
and Wu (2003) provided a through literature review about integrating long-term supply 
contracts with short-term procurement in B2B EMs. Anand and Aron (2003) discussed 
group purchasing in B2B marketplaces, where multiple small companies in an online 
market are aggregated together to negotiate procurement with a supplier. By joining 
group purchasing, small companies increase their negotiation power. Online auction is 
another important research topic because they are not restricted by time and space. 
Thus, companies have more choices to design their online auctions. Researches 
addressing online auction problems include Pinker et al. (2003), Snir and Hitt (2003), 
Carr (2003), Beil and Wein (2003), etc. 
Swaminathan and Tayur (2003) identified five sub-areas of supply chain 
management in E-Businss: (i) procurement and supplier management; (ii) information 
visibility and sharing; (ii) pricing and distribution; (iv) products customization and 
postmonement; (v) enterprise software and decision support technologies. The authors 
provided a comprehensive literature review within these five areas.  
2.1.2 Electronic marketplaces and supply chain management 
Supply chain management in EMs has aroused great interests in both academic 
and industry communities.  Grieger (2003) provided a comprehensive literature review 
about EMs and called for researches about supply chain management in the presence 
of EMs. The author provided different definitions of EMs given by different 
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researchers and listed seven criteria to classify different EMs. The author discussed 
whether supply chain management and EMs are compatible or not because 
marketplaces encourage competitions among multiple sellers and supply chain 
management tends to reduce the number of suppliers and build long term relationships. 
In the paper, the author suggested that commodities with low specific requirement are 
more likely to be obtained from EMs while those with highly specific ones are more 
likely to obtain from long term suppliers. Furthermore, the author concluded that the 
successes of EMs are highly dependent on the support of supply chain management.  
Keskinocak and Tayur (2001) analyzed the benefits brought by EMs to both 
suppliers and buyers, claiming that this new distribution channel can help companies to 
build flexible supply chains. The authors concluded that companies need strong 
support systems for them to make supply chain decisions in the presence of EMs, i.e. 
incorporating supply and demand information gathered from EMs with companies’ 
internal information, such as inventory and production capacity, to make decisions 
about: what should be manufactured and/or purchased from EMs, what should be sold 
to primal customers and/or to EMs, etc. Thus, researches about supply chain 
management in the presence of EMs are both important and imperative. 
2.2 Electronic marketplace 
This section surveys some literatures about EMs. The literatures reviewed in 
Section 2.2.1 provide various criteria to classify different EMs. Section 2.2.2 reviews 
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literatures about advantages of EMs over traditional marketplaces. Some literatures 
discussing pricing mechanisms employed in EMs are reviewed in Section 2.2.3. 
2.2.1 Classification of different electronic marketplaces 
 EMs can be classified into different categories according to different criteria. 
Kaplan and Sawhney (2000) classified EMs by: “what businesses buy” and “how 
businesses buy”. By the criteria of “what businesses buy”, the authors classified EMs 
to be those trading manufacturing inputs and those trading operating inputs. 
Manufacturing inputs include raw materials, components and semi or final products 
while examples of operating inputs include maintenance, repair and operating goods, 
etc. As for “how businesses buy”, the author classified EMs to be systematic sourcing 
or spot sourcing. Systematic sourcing involves complex negotiation process with 
suppliers, while in spot sourcing, “the buyer’s goal is to fulfill an immediate need at 
the lowest possible cost” (Kaplan and Sawhney, 2000). The authors provided some 
examples of different types of EM, as shown in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1 Examples of different electronic marketplaces 
What businesses buy How 
businesses 
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Kaplan and Sawhney (2000) also classified EMs by their functions: 
aggregating and matching. Some EMs simply aggregate multiple buyers and sellers 
together and transactions are carried out at pre-negotiated prices. Some EMs further 
help to match buying requests with selling requests and determine the trading prices 
dynamically. In this study, attentions are put on EMs, where manufacturing inputs are 
traded through spot sourcing. The transaction price could be pre-negotiated or be 
determined dynamically. 
Grieger (2003) used more criteria to categorize EMs, such as open or close. An 
open EM can be accessed by public while a close EM is only open for certain 
participants. 
2.2.2 Advantages of electronic marketplaces over traditional 
marketplaces 
A distinct difference between EMs and traditional marketplaces is the 
substantial reduction of search cost. In EMs, especially those in a certain industry, one 
can easily obtain information of various sellers about their product offerings and prices. 
Similarly, more customers can be found in EMs. The economic implications of search 
cost in marketplaces have been extensively studied by researchers, such as Stigler 
(1961), Rothschild (1974), Gastwirth (1976), Diamond (1971), Salop and Stiglitz 
(1982), etc. A salient conclusion is that prices from different sellers will decrease when 
the search cost decreases. Bakos (1991, 1997, 1998) further investigated the reduction 
of search cost in EMs and concluded that the reduced search cost “have a significant 
impact on market equilibriums, resulting in increased allocational efficiency and 
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possibly lower prices and increased competition among sellers” (Bakos, 1997). While 
the above reviewed literatures focus on the economic implications of reduced search 
cost in EMs, this study will investigate its impacts on inventory control, i.e. how to 
reduce inventory costs by utilizing the enriched information in EMs. 
2.2.3 Pricing mechanism in electronic marketplaces 
Different EMs employ different mechanisms to determine the transaction prices. 
In some EMs, transactions are carried out at static, pre-negotiated prices, which is 
similar to catalog sells. And some EMs employ dynamic pricing mechanisms such as 
auction or agent-mediated matching to carry out transactions.  
Examples of EMs employing static pricing mechanism include Chemdex and 
PlasticsNet.com, etc. In such EMs, the transaction prices for multiple products are 
given by the supplier and buyers face “take-it-or-not” transactions. The advantage of 
such EMs is that there is no complex negotiation process and consequently, the 
transaction costs are reduced. In PlasticsNet.com, buyers can purchase hundreds of 
different products in one single order (Kaplan and Sawhney, 2000), which 
substantially reduce the ordering costs for buyers. 
Guttman et al. (1998) visited various EMs that offer agent-mediated services. 
Examples of EMs employing agent-mediated mechanism include AuctionBot, Kasbah 
and Tete-aTete. In these EMs, the agent systems allow users, who can be both buyers 
and sellers, to create their own auctions to settle details of transactions. The authors 
studied software agent systems within the framework of the Consumer Buying 
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Behavior (CBB) Model and argued that agent technologies can be applied to three 
stages in the CBB Model: Product Brokering, Merchant Brokering and Negotiation. 
An agent can help buyers to determine what to buy at the Product Brokering stage and 
compare product offerings from different merchants at the Merchant Brokering stage. 
Finally, an agent could help both buyers and sellers to negotiate details of a transaction, 
including price. The negotiation process may be carried out by customized auctions or 
by matching purchasing and selling agents within the EMs.  
Keskinocak et al. (2001) developed an agent-based decision support system, 
which provides matchmaking mechanisms for an EM. This decision support system 
can search for proper supply items for demand queries and vice versa. It can further 
create one-to-one and multi-way matches among supply and demand queries and 
recommend trades for its participants. It also offers auction services to finish final 
transactions. This agent-based decision support system is currently implemented in an 
EM of an European paper trading company.  
2.3 Inventory control 
 Inventory control is one of the most classical problems within the area of 
supply chain management. Researches of inventory control can be dated back to 1950s 
when Arrow et al. (1951) published “Optimal Inventory Policy”. From that time on, 
various inventory control problems have been studied. A collection of researches about 
inventory control in the past 50 years can be found in the handbook edited by Graves 
et al. (1993). 
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 Because research works about inventory control are enormous, only those 
closely related to this study are reviewed in this section. In Section 2.3.1, some 
literatures about inventory system in the presence of EMs will be reviewed first. 
Because EMs provide alternative supply sources, research works about inventory 
system with two supply modes are reviewed in section 2.3.2. Section 2.3.3 reviews 
literatures about inventory system for perishable products since an inventory system 
for perishable products in the presence of an EM is also investigated in this study. 
Finally, some literatures about dynamic pricing in the consideration of inventory 
control will be reviewed in Section 2.3.4 because transaction prices in EMs can be 
adjusted to affect demand and supply.  
2.3.1 Inventory control and electronic marketplaces 
EMs offer opportunities for companies to do spot shops, which are more 
flexible than negotiating a contract with suppliers because it does not need to make 
long-term commitment and take shorter time to carry out. However, keeping long-term 
relationship with suppliers also has advantages, including: guaranteed products quality, 
reduced price and delivery uncertainties, possible quantity discount, etc. Therefore, 
companies need to carefully coordinate long-term suppliers and short-term spot shops 
in EMs (Lee et al., 2005a). 
Peleg et al. (2002) studied a two-period inventory system, where both long-
term supplier and EM spot shops are available. In the first period, an order is issued to 
the supplier and in the second period orders can be sourced from both the supplier and 
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through spot shops in an EM. The supplier offers price  in the first period and a 
discounted price  in the second period, where 
p
)1(* ∆−p 10 <∆< . Price in the EM is 
uncertain with know distribution. The authors consider three scenarios: (1) order in the 
second period is completely sourced from the supplier; (2) order in the second period 
is completely sourced from the EM; (3) a fixed number of orders are sourced from the 
supplier in the second period and the rest of the orders are procured from the EM, if 
necessary. The authors found that none of the strategies dominates the other two under 
all circumstances. Thus, the author concluded that companies should carefully make 
decisions concerning long-term supplier and short-term spot shops in EMs.  
Lee and Whang (2002) studied a two-period model, where multiple identical 
resellers order from one supplier in the first period. In the second period, resellers can 
buy and sell inventories among themselves in a secondary market. The transaction 
price in the second market is determined to clear the market. The authors obtained the 
equilibrium price in the secondary market and the optimal inventory levels to choose 
for each reseller in both periods. The authors found that the introduction of the 
secondary market may not always increase sales of the supplier, however, resellers can 
always obtain cost savings from the secondary market. 
Dong and Durbin (2001) extended the model of Lee and Whang (2002) by 
allowing the supplier to determine the selling price to the resellers in the first period. 
Thus, the supplier and resellers play a Stackelberg game, where the supplier is the 
leader and all manufacturers are followers. 
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While the three papers reviewed in this section focused on two-period models, 
this study will investigate multi-period inventory control systems. Furthermore, this 
study considers more differences between ordering from the supplier and spot shops in 
EMs, e.g., spot shops in EMs can be finished in a shorter time than ordering from 
suppliers and spot shops in EMs are more flexible than ordering from suppliers 
because no quantity commitment is needed.  
2.3.2 Two supply modes inventory systems 
Researches about periodic review inventory systems with two supply mode: 
regular and emergency, can be dated back to Barankin (1961), Daniel (1962) and 
Neuts (1964), where the lead times for regular and emergency modes are one and zero 
period respectively. Fukuda (1964), and Veinott (1966) extended their work to allow 
longer lead times for both supply modes but restricted that the lead times of the two 
modes differ by one period. Whittemore and Saunders (1977) further extended their 
works to allow the regular and emergency lead times differ by more than one period 
and obtain the optimal inventory control policy. However, this optimal policy is 
extremely complex and difficult to implement. 
Rosenshine and Obee (1976) examined a standing order inventory system 
where a regular order of constant size is received every period and an emergency order 
of fixed size may be placed once a period. The authors proved that this inventory 
system has Markov property and found the optimal regular and emergency order sizes. 
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In the literatures reviewed above, regular and emergency orders can be put in 
the same period. Gross and Soriano (1972) and Chiang and Gutierrez (1996) further 
considered the scenarios, where either regular or emergency orders can be put in each 
period. Chiang and Gutierrez (1996) also considered that the lead times of the two 
supply modes can be shorter than the length of review period. In a later paper, Chiang 
and Gutierrez (1998) extended their work to be a mixture of periodic and continuous 
review inventory system. The authors divided each period to be multiple time units. 
The regular orders are placed once in each period while the emergency orders can be 
put in each time unit. The authors developed the optimal inventory control policy from 
the dynamic programming model. However, this optimal policy is too complex to 
implement especially when the two lead times differ by more than one time unit.  
Tagaras and Vlachos (2001) proposed a simple approximate model of a certain 
class of periodic review inventory systems with two supply modes. This model is 
similar to the one studied by Chiang and Gutierrez (1998). However, the emergency 
orders can only be put once in each period at a specific time. Instead of developing the 
optimal inventory control policy, the authors adopt the order-up-to policy for both 
regular and emergency orders. An approximate cost function is defined and the optimal 
order-up-to levels for both regular and emergency orders are developed. Knowing that 
these levels are sub-optimal for the exact cost function, the authors further propose 
heuristic procedure to make them closer to the optimal one. 
Other researches about two supply modes periodic review inventory system 
include Chiang (2001, 2003). Research about continuous review inventory system with 
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two supply modes include Moinzadeh and Nahmias (1998), Moinzadeh and Schmidt 
(1991) and Johansen and Thorstenson (1998), etc.  
 Different from the researches reviewed in this section, EMs in this study can be 
treated to be emergency order sources as well as places for companies to salvage their 
excess inventory. 
2.3.3 Inventory systems for perishable products 
Perishable products, such as food, medicine are highly related to our daily life. 
Hotel and airlines can also be regarded as perishable products. Improving inventory 
control for perishable products can potentially save large sum of money. Therefore, 
this study will also investigate how to improve inventory control for perishable 
products with the help of EMs. 
The classical Newsboy problem is a well recognized inventory control problem 
for perishable products with a single period life time. When products have a life time 
of longer than one period, the inventory may be depleted in the sequence of FIFO (first 
in first out) or LIFO (last in first out). Nahmias (1982) provided a comprehensive 
literature review of the inventory system for perishable products under the FIFO 
assumption, and Cohen and Pekelman (1978) investigated inventory control problems 
of perishable products under the LIFO assumption. More researches about inventory 
control for perishable products can be found in the literature reviews provided by 
Raafat (1991) and Goyal and Giri (2001). 
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This study focus on how to use spot shops in an EM to reduce inventory costs 
for perishable products, which differs significantly from previous works of inventory 
control for perishable products.  
2.3.4 Dynamic pricing in the consideration of inventory control 
In recent years, many researchers have considered dynamic pricing in inventory 
systems because dynamic pricing can be easily implemented with the help of advanced 
information technologies. Retailers can increase selling prices to improve the unit 
profit of each product. They can also decrease the selling prices to attract more 
demands. By changing prices dynamically, retailers can obtain greater profit. A 
comprehensive literature review for dynamic pricing in the presence of inventory 
considerations is presented by Elmaghraby and Keskinocak (2003). 
Feng and Gallego (1995) and Gallego and Van Ryzin (1994) investigated 
inventory control systems with stochastic demand, which is price sensitive. The 
authors modelled the demand as a poisson process, where the intensity )( pλ  is assume 
to be non-increasing in the price . The inventory system investigated by Gallego and 
Van Ryzin (1994) is a continuous review one, where the price can be changed 
continuously to control demand arrival rate. Feng and Gallego (1995) restricted that 
the price can be changed only once and the problem is to determine the optimal time to 
change price. The initial and second prices are pre-determined. Bitran and Mondschein 
(1997) also model demand as a poisson process. The difference between their study 
p
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and the previous two is that the demand arrival rate is dependent on time while 
customers’ purchase rate is related to the price.  
Price elasticity of demand can also be modelled as customers’ reservation 
prices (Lazear, 1986 and Elmaghraby et al., 2002). When the selling price is higher 
than a customer’s reservation price, the customer will not purchase the product and 
vice versa. Lazear (1986) assumed that customers’ reservation prices follow a known 
distribution whereas Elmaghraby et al. (2002) assumed that they are deterministic. 
Other researchers, who used reservation price to model price elasticity of demand, 
include Bitran and Mondschein (1997) and Bitran et al. (1998). 
Zabel (1970) and Thowsen (1975) modelled the price elasticity of demand in 
multiplicative and additive forms. In the multiplicative form, demand is represented as 
)( ttt pud η=  and in the additive form, demand is represented to be )( ttt pud +=η . In 
both forms, tη  follows exponential or uniform distribution while tt pb
aapu −=)( , 
which implies that demand is decreasing with the price. Federgruen and Heching (1999) 
combined the multiplicative and additive demand models to be )()( ppd tttt δεγ ＋= , 
where )( ptγ  and )( ptδ  are non-increasing functions and tε  is a random term with 
known distribution. 
In the literatures reviewed in this section, the price elasticity is only considered 
for demand. In this study, the price elasticity for both supply and demand in the EM 
will be considered, e.g. the higher/lower price offered in the EM for purchase/sell, the 
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more supply/demand will be available and vice versa. Furthermore, the form of price 
elasticity is not restricted to be a specific form such as linear or exponential. 
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Chapter 3 An inventory system in the presence of 
an electronic marketplace 
 In this chapter, a single level periodic review inventory system in the presence 
of an EM will be studied. In this system, regular orders are issued from the supplier to 
replenish inventory. Apart from it, emergency orders can be placed in the EM and 
excess inventory can be sold to the EM. Section 3.1 introduces this system and Section 
3.2 develops the dynamic programming model for it. Section 3.3 derives the optimal 
inventory control policy when the order lead time from the supplier is one period. 
When the lead time from the supplier is longer than one period, heuristic ordering 
policies are proposed, which will be discussed in section 3.4. Results from numerical 
experiments are reported in Section 3.5. 
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3.1 Introduction 
A single level periodic review inventory system in the presence of an EM is 
studied in this chapter. The sequence of incidences in each period is as follows. At the 
beginning of each period, the inventory level is reviewed and the following decisions 
are made:  
• how many products to purchase from and/or sell to the EM;  
• the order quantity issued to the supplier.   
After making these decisions, customers’ demands are satisfied and at the end 
of each period, inventory holding and stockout costs are computed. Unsatisfied 
demands are backordered. 
The following assumptions are adopted. 
Assumption 3.1 Orders from the supplier are delivered after a constant lead time 
while products purchased from the EM are assumed to become 
available instantaneously (zero lead time). 
 This assumption indicates a major difference between ordering from the 
supplier and purchasing products from the EM. Because EMs are accessible 24 hours 
per day 7 days per week, and there are almost infinite participants in EMs, a company 
can always find supply and demand information in an EM to carry out spot shop 
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transactions. On the other hand, ordering from the supplier usually takes longer lead 
time. 
Assumption 3.2 The purchasing price in the EM is higher than the unit variable 
ordering cost from the supplier while selling price in the EM is 
lower than the unit variable ordering cost from the supplier.  
Given Assumption 3.1, the inventory control policy for the system becomes 
trivial if Assumption 3.2 does not hold. If the purchasing price in the EM is lower than 
the unit variable ordering cost from the supplier, all products will be purchased from 
the EM and no order will be placed to the supplier. On the other hand, if the selling 
price in the EM is higher than the unit variable ordering cost from the supplier, the 
order quantity from the supplier will be as large as possible because it is profitable to 
order from the supplier and then sell them to the EM.  
Because of Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, purchasing and selling in the EM must be 
carefully considered in line with the order quantity issued to the supplier. Figure 3-1 
illustrates this inventory system, where the lines in arrow represent the flows of 
inventory. 
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Figure 3-1 Inventory system in the presence of an electronic marketplace 
The inventory system illustrated in Figure 3-1 is similar to the inventory 
control system with two supply modes: regular and emergency. Some literatures 
studying two supply modes inventory system have been reviewed in Chapter 2. Among 
them, Whittemore & Saunders (1977) have proved that when the lead times of the 
regular and emergency supply modes differ by more than one period, the optimal 
inventory control policy is extremely computational complex. Because the inventory 
system studied in this chapter is more complex than theirs, the optimal inventory 
control policy will be developed only when the lead time from the supplier is one 
period. When the lead time from the supplier is longer than one period, heuristic 
policies are proposed.  
Retailer 
Electronic Marketplace (EM) 
Supplier Customer 
Ordering from supplier 
is cheap but takes longer 
lead time 
Demands follow i.i.d 
stochastic distribution 
in each period 
Purchasing products from 
the EM is expensive but 
incurs no lead time 
Excess inventory 
can be sold to the 
EM 
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3.2 Dynamic programming model for the inventory system 
in the presence of an electronic marketplace 
 The notations for developing the dynamic programming model are introduced 
as follows. 
Decision variables: 
tpY , : Purchasing quantity from the EM at Period t ; 
tsY , : Selling quantity to the EM at Period t ; 
tu : Order quantity issued to the supplier at Period ; t
System parameters: 
l : Order lead time from the supplier; 
tI : Inventory level at the beginning of Period t  after receiving the order from the 
supplier; 
c : Unit variable ordering cost; 
epP : Purchasing price in the EM; 
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esP : Selling price in the EM; 
h : Unit holding cost per item per period; 
π : Unit backorder cost per item per period; 
α : Discount factor; 
Other notations: 
tω : Demand in Period t ; 
)(ωϕ : Probability density function of demand in one period; 
)(ωΦ : Cumulative density function of demand in one period; 
Let: 
cPC epp −= : unit relative purchasing cost in the EM; 
ess PcC −= : unit relative selling cost in the EM; 
Remark. The relative purchasing and selling costs in the EM are computed in the 
model. This is because one unit of product has to be ordered from the supplier or 
purchased from the EM to satisfy one unit of demand. The difference between these 
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two alternatives is completely represented by the relative purchasing cost in the EM, 
. Similarly, when one item is sold to the EM, the associated cost is completely 
represented by the relative selling cost in the EM, 1
pC
sC . 
The following assumptions are also adopted to develop the mathematic model. 
Assumption 3.3 Demands in each period are independently identically 
distributed with a known probability distribution and the 
maximal demand level is M . 
Assumption 3.4 The fixed costs associated with placing a regular order to the 
supplier as well as carrying out spot shops in the EM is assumed 
to be zero. 
Assumption 3.5 Unsatisfied demand in each period is backordered.  
 Assumption 3.4 is adopted to simplify the model so that we can obtain some 
management insights from the model. It’s important to investigate more general 
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models with fixed ordering cost for future studies. Assumption 3.5 is a common 
assumption for periodic review inventory control system. With the notations 
introduced above, Equation (3.1) defines the retailer’s expected cost in Period t , where 
 is the expected inventory holding and stockout cost in one period. )(xL
)(),,( ,,,,,, tstpttsstpptstpt YYILYCYCYYIT －+++=      (3.1) 
∫∫ −+−= Mxx dxdxhxL ωωϕωπωωϕω )()()()()( 0  
From equation (3.1), the dynamic programming model can be developed, 
which minimizes the expected cost over a finite horizon of  periods. Let 
 be the expected minimal cost from period t  to period 
1+N
),...,,( 11 −+− tlttt uuIJ 1+N , 
where ( , , …, ) is the system state in Period t , which comprises the 
inventory on hand level and those orders issued to the supplier but not yet delivered. 
Given these definitions, the dynamic programming model is developed, as shown in 
P3.1. This model applies to cases, where  as long as the lead time in the EM is 





 [ ]{ }),...,,(),,(),...,,( 211,,,,11 ,, tlttttstptuYYtlttt uuIJEYYITMinuuIJ tttstp +−++−+− += ωα  
where: 1,,1 +−+ +−−+= ltttstptt uYYII ω ; 
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),,(),...,,( 1,1,1,211 1,1, ++++−++ ++
= NsNpNYYNlNNN YYITMinuuIJ NsNb  
Subject to:  and 0, ,, ≥tstp YY ),0(, tts IMaxY ≤ , for ; 1...,,2,1 += Nt
    for ; 0≥tu Nt ...,,2,1=
The constraint  implies that the selling quantity in each period 
cannot exceed the available stock on hand. Note that in Period , only the 
purchasing and selling quantities in the EM need to be determined because it is the last 
period. 
),0(, tts IMaxY ≤
1+N
Lemma 3.1 The optimal  and , denoted as  and , satisfy  
for all . 










Proof. If  and , there will always exist  
which incurs lower cost than ( , ) does, where . This 
contradicts with the optimality of  and .      















Lemma 1 implies it is not optimal to purchase and sell inventory at the same 
period. This lemma will be used when developing inventory control policies in future 
sections. In the next section, the optimal inventory control policy for  will be 
developed for both finite and infinite horizon problems. 
1=l
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3.3 Optimal inventory control policy for one period lead 
time 
When 1=l , the system state is completely defined by the inventory on hand 
level: . Thus, problem P3.1 is reformulated to be P3.1’. tI
P3.1’  
[ ]{ })(),,()( 11,,,, ,, +++= tttstptuYYtt IJEYYITMinIJ tttstp ωα  
where: tttstptt uYYII +−−+=+ ω,,1 ; 
),,()( 1,1,1,11 1,1, +++++ ++
= NsNpNYYNN YYITMinIJ NsNp ; 
Subject to:  and 0, ≥tpY ),0(0 , tts IMaxY ≤≤  for ; 1...,,2,1 += Nt
   for ; 0≥tu Nt ...,,2,1=
 The optimal inventory control policy is developed by looking at the last period 
first. At Period , only purchasing and selling quantities from/to the EM need to 
be determined. Lemma 3.2 determines the optimal purchasing and selling quantities for 
Period ., where the function  is the inverse function of . 
1+N
1+N )(1 ⋅Φ− )(⋅Φ
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Lemma 3.2 If π<< pC0  and hCs <<0 , the optimal purchasing and selling 






1, +++ −= NNNp IBMaxY
),0( * 11
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Proof. From Lemma 3.1, assuming 01, =+NsY , the optimal  can be found by 
minimizing the value of , and  can be found in a similar way. 
*
1, +NpY
),,( 1,1,1 +++ NsNpN YYIT
*
1, +NsY
When , equation (3.2) is obtained, which shows that  is 
convex in . 
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Similarly, when assuming 01, =+NpY ,  is obtained as follows. * 1, +NsY
),0( * 11
*








1 .      
By Lemma 3.2, if  the inventory level is reset to  by 
purchasing from the EM; if , it is reset to  by selling excessive 
inventory to the EM. If , no transaction will be carried out in the 
EM and . 
*
11 ++ < NN BI * 1+NB
*




1 +++ ≤≤ NNN SIB
0* 1,
*
1, == ++ NsNp YY
Lemma 3.2 requires π<< pC0  and hCs <<0 . Otherwise, this problem 
becomes trivial. If π≥pC , it is more costly to purchase from the EM than backorder 
demands, while if , keeping excess inventory is cheaper than selling them to the 
EM. In the rest of the paper, 
hCs ≥
π<< pC0  and hCs <<0  will always be assumed. 
These two assumptions also apply to the general model of P3.1, where . 1≥l
In order to develop the optimal policy to solve problem P3.1’ when , the 
following function  is defined. 
Nt ≤
)( tt ZK
[ )()( 1 ttttt ZJEZK
t
]ωα ω −= + ,  for Nt ,...2,1=                (3.4) 
where: ; ttstptt uYYIZ +−+= ,,
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Lemma 3.3 ) , which is defined by equation (3.4), is convex in . The 
optimal , denoted as , satisfies . 
( NN ZK NZ
NZ
*
NZ ∞<<+ ** 1 NN ZB
























































Given the definition of , the following equations are obtained. )( NN ZK
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣

































ZKd ωωϕωα      (3.5) 
From (3.5), it is clear that  is convex in . When  and 
, there is 
)( NN ZK NZ
*
1+= NN BZ
























α . Therefore, it must be true that .   ∞<<+ ** 1 NN ZB
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Lemma 3.3 . However, it may be  or . In the 





+> NN BZ ** 1 NN ZS ≤+ ** 1 NN ZS >+
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**
1 NN ZS ≤+3.3.1 When  
If , the optimal inventory control policy is summarized in Theorem 3.1. ** 1 NN ZS ≤+





+≥ NN SZ *,tpY *,tsY *tu
(a) , ,  ),0( **, ttp IBMaxY −= ),0( **, SIMaxY tts −=




tstptt YYIZMaxu −+−= Nt ,...,2,1= ; 
(b) ,   and ; * 1
*
+= NBB * 1* += NSS ** NZZ =
Proof. Look at period N  first. Given Lemma 3.1, the optimal ,  and  are 
obtained in two steps. In the first step, three sub-problems are solved. In the second 
step, solutions to the three sub-problems are assembled.  
NpY , NsY , Nu
The three sub-problems are as follows: 
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• SP1: Assume 0,, == NsNp YY  and determine the value of ; Nu
• SP2: Assume  and determine the value of  and ; 0, =NsY NpY , Nu
• SP3: Assume  and determine the value of  and  0, =NpY NsY , Nu
These sub-problems are solved one by one. 







From Lemma 3.3, there is ( )NNN IZMaxu −= ** ,0 . 
• SP2: { })()0,,( ,,,, NNpNNNpNuY uYIKYITMinNNp +++  
Subject to: ; 0,, ≥NNp uY
SP2 is reformulated as Equation (3.6). 
{ ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ + )()0,,( ,,, NNpNNNpNuY uYIKYITMinMin NNp ＋＋ }      (3.6) 
From Lemma 3.3, it is obvious that for any , there is . 
Therefore, SP2 can be further reformulated to Equation (3.7). 
NpY , ),0( ,
**
NpNNN YIZMaxu −−=
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−−+ ＋＋    (3.7)  
Define , the following 
two results are obtained. 
)],0([)0,,(),( ,
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Expressions (3.8) and (3.9) indicate that  is convex in  and the 
optimal  equals to . Therefore, the optimal solution to SP2 is as 
follows: 
),( ,NpNN YIF NpY ,
NpY , ),0(
*
1 NN IBMax −+
),0( **, NNNp IBMaxY −= , , where . )](,0[ *,** NpNNN YIZMaxu +−= * 1* += NN BB
• SP3. { })(),0,( ,,,, NNsNNNsNuY uYIKYITMinNNs +−+  
Subject to: NNs IY ≤≤ ,0 , ; 0≥Nu
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SP3 is reformulated as Equation (3.10). 
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}{ ⎭⎬⎫⎩⎨⎧ −+ )(),0,( ,,, NNsNNNsNuY uYIKYITMinMin NNs ＋               (3.10) 
From Lemma 3.3, it is obvious that for any , there is . 
Therefore, SP3 can be further reformulated to Equation (3.11). 
NsY , ),0( ,
**
NsNNN YIZMaxu +−=





+−−+ ＋              (3.11) 
Define , the following 
two results are obtained. 
)],0([),0,(),( ,
*

































































































         (3.13) 
Expressions (3.12) and (3.13) indicate that  is convex in  and the 
optimal  equals to . Therefore, the optimal solution to SP3 is as 
follows: 




),0( **, NNNs SIMaxY −= , , where . )](,0[ *,** NsNNN YIZMaxu −−= * 1* += NN SS
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),0( **, NNNp IBMaxY −= ,  ;       * 1* += NN BB
),0( **, NNNs SIMaxY −= , ;  * 1* += NN SS
[ ])(,0 *,*,** NsNpNNN YYIZMaxu －+−= ; 
Up to now, Theorem 3.1 has been proved to apply in period N . In the following, 
Theorem 3.1 will be proved to apply in period t , where Nt < . 
Suppose Theorem 3.1 applies in period 1+t ,  the value of  is given as 
follows. 































































tZ  is computed first. 
∫ −= +M tttt dZJZK 0 1 )()()( ωωϕωα  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
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ZKd ωωϕωα               (3.14) 





ZdK , it is 
obvious that .  ** Nt ZZ =





{ })(),,()( ,,,, ,, tttstptuYYtt ZKYYITMinIJ ttstp +=  
ttstptt uYYIZ +−+= ,, , 
Subject to: , 0,, ,, ≥ttstp uYY ),0(, tts IMaxY ≤ . 
It is observed that  takes exactly the same form as that of . Following the 
same method, it can be proved that Theorem 3.1 applies in period .   
)( tt IJ )( NN IJ
t
The optimal policy specified by Theorem 3.1 is illustrated in Figure 3-2. Under 
this policy, the inventory on hand will always be reset to  if  by purchasing 
from the EM, and will be reset to  if  by selling excessive inventory in the 
EM. If , no transaction will be carried out through EM and . 
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*Z
*BIt <
** SIB t ≤≤




Order up to *Z   
Buy up to *B  
 
Figure 3-2 Optimal inventory control policy specified by Theorem 3.1 
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**
1 NN ZS >+3.3.2 When  
When , the optimal inventory control policy is summarized in 
Theorem 3.2. 
**
1 NN ZS >+
Theorem 3.2 If , ,  and  are determined as follows: ** 1 NN ZS >+ *,tpY *,tsY *tu





tstptt YYIZMaxu −+−=  for Nt ,...,2,1= ; 
 (b) B ,   and ; * 1
*
+= NB ** NZZ = * 1*2*1* ... +<<<< NSSSZ
Proof. Similar to Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 is proved by looking at period  first. 
We argue that by following similar procedure as when proving Theorem 3.1, Theorem 
N
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3.2 can be proved to apply in period N . The only thing that needs extra attention is the 
computation of *NS .  Using the notations defined when proving Theorem 3.1, 




















⎧ >∂ 0),( ,NsNN YIG   <∂ 0,NsY
when            (3.15)  
Expression (3.15) indicates that the o al  equals to , where 
satisfies . Thus, Theorem 3.2 is proved to apply in period .  
NsY , ),0(
*




+<< NNN SSZ N
Before we prove that Theorem 3.2 applies in period t  when Nt < , we edne  to first 
prove that (i)  is convex in )(1 ZKN− Z  and 
'' ZKK NN .  






























1 NN ZZ =− ; (ii) )()(1 Z >−
Because Theo applies in peri d N , ing eq ed.
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
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, which means . In the following, 
we prove 
**
1 NN ZZ =−
)()( '' 1 ZKZK NN >− . 
( )[ ] ⎥⎦⎤⎡ −−−
**)()( ''1 NZZSZNN ZdKZdK
When Z − , 
⎢⎣ −+−−=− ∫∫ −− + ** 1 )()()( NNN SZ NSZ s dZKdZLCdZdZ ωωϕωωωϕωα  
−≤≤+ ω we have that . Noticing that  is 
a convex function and , it must be true that 








+≤−≤ NN SZS ω  )(xL
sN CSL =+ )( * 1'
( )[ ] 0)(*
*
1
' >−−∫ −− +NNSZ SZ s dZLC ωωϕω . 
When NZ 0)(N  
true that )()(
*
' >−∫ − NNSZ N dZK ωωϕω )()( '' 1 ZKZK NN >− . 
**
NN ZZSZ −≤≤− ω ** N *' =ZK
0
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uppose (i) Theorem 3 in period 1+t ,Now, s .2 applies  (  convex in ii) )(ZKt  is Z  and 
**
Nt ZZ = ; (iii) . We now prove that (i) Theorem 3.2 applies in period 
 is convex in 
)()( ' 1
' ZKZK tt +>
t , (ii) )(1 ZKt− Z  and ; (iii) . 
Again, we argue that Theorem 3.2 can be proved to apply in period  by following the 
same method as in period and the only thing that needs to pay additional attention 
is the computation of . Using the notation defined previously, we have the 
following equation. 
**
Nt ZZ = )()( '' 1 ZKZK tt >−
t




















































These two equations lead to Expression (3.17), which implies that 
, where  satisfies ** << ttt SSZ . ),0( **, ttts SIMaxY −= *tS * 1+
⎩ <∂ 0,tsY * 1, +>− ttst SYI⎨
⎧ >∂ 0),( ,tstt YIG   when  <− Ntst ZYI             (3.17) 
*
,
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We have proved that Theorem 3.2 applies in period t . By following the similar steps 
as for , it can be proved that  is convex in )(1 ZK N− )(1 ZKt− Z  and . In the 
following, we prove . 
**
1 Nt ZZ =−
)()( '' 1 ZKZK tt >−






































            (3.18) 
Because  when , the first item in the right hand side 
of Equation (3.18) must be greater than zero. In addition, because , 
the second item in the right hand side of Equation (3.18) must also be positive. 
Consequently, .        
0)(')(' 1 >−− + SKSLC ts * 1=< tSS
)()( '1
' ZKZK tt +>
)()( '' 1 ZKZK tt >−
It is possible that  if the following two conditions hold: ** 1 NN ZS >+
1. Demand distribution (.)ϕ  skews greatly towards the left, making the mean 
demand far smaller than M . 
2. The relative selling cost is very high, which makes  close to * 1+NS M . 






4=π , 1=h , , 2=pC 9.0=sC  and the cumulative distribution function of 
demand is 
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Under these circumstances, it can be computed that 89.12)( =ωE , , 
 and , as illustrated in Figure 3-3. 
5* 1 =+NB
91* 1 =+NS 58* =NZ
)( tωϕ
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Figure 3-3 An example of  * 1
*
+< NN SZ
It is observed from Theorem 3.2 that when , the EM degenerates to 
just a source of emergency orders and nothing will be sold to the EM. This is because 
if the inventory level in the first period is higher than , it will be reset to  by 
selling in the EM. Given the fact that the order-up-to level  satisfies 
, the inventory level can never be higher than  for any . 
Similarly, if the inventory level in the first period is lower than , it can never be 
higher than  for any  either. In either case, the EM degenerates to just a source 
of emergency orders. 
**
















0 58* =NZ  91* 1 =+NS  100=M5* 1 =+NB  89.12=µ
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Up to now, the optimal inventory control policies over a finite horizon have 
been developed. Since in Theorem 3.1, ,  and  do not change in different 
periods, it is reasonable to claim that Theorem 3.1 applies to the infinite horizon 
problem as well. 
*B *S *Z
3.4 Inventory control policies for multiple periods lead time 
When the order lead time from the supplier is longer than one period, it is 
computational complex to develop the optimal inventory control policy from the 
dynamic programming model. Whittemore & Saunders (1977) encountered a similar 
problem, where the optimal policy is developed for an inventory system with two 
supply modes. When the lead times for the two supply modes differ by more than one 
period, the optimal inventory control policy obtained is complex and hard to 
implement. Therefore, heuristic inventory control policies are proposed. 
In the inventory system studied in this chapter, there are two types of decisions 
to be made in each period: (1) the quantities of products to be purchased from and sold 
to the EM and (2) order quantity from the supplier. For the first decision, an EM Policy 
is developed. Based on this EM Policy, three ordering policies are proposed to 
compute the order quantity from the supplier in each period. 
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3.4.1 EM policy 
Since purchasing and selling through the EM are fulfilled immediately, these 
decisions will mainly affect the cost in the current period. Therefore, the EM policy is 
developed to minimize the expected cost in the current period only. The problem is 
formulated as problem P3.2. 
P3.2 
  ),,( ,,, ,, tstptYY
YYITMin
tstb
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) (),,( ,,,,,, tstpttsstpptstpt YYILYCYCYYIT −+++=  
Subject to:  and 0, ,, ≥tstp YY ),0(, tts IMaxY ≤  for ; 1...,,2,1 += Nt
 Results from Lemma 3.2 can be applied directly to solve problem P3.2 by 
substituting  for . Therefore, the EM Policy is formulated as follows. t 1+N
EM Policy The purchasing and selling quantities in Period t  are computed to be 
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Based on this EM policy, three ordering policies are proposed to determine the 
order quantity from the supplier in each period. The following sections will illustrate 
these ordering policies in details. 
3.4.2 Order-up-to policy 
The order-up-to policy raises the retailer’s inventory position to a pre-
determined level Z  in each period. The inventory position level is defined to be the 
inventory on hand plus those orders already issued to the supplier but not yet delivered. 
Under this policy, the order quantity in Period t  is computed by Equation (3.19), 









ittstptt uYYIZMaxu , For             (3.19) ....,2,1=t
The near optimal Z  is determined numerically through simulation because no 
closed form solution is available. An upper and lower bound for the optimal Z  are 
identified first. The retailer’s cost under all possible values of different Z  is evaluated 
from simulation and the one corresponding to the lowest cost is chosen as the near 
optimal one. The order-up-to policy is easy to implement and is optimal when 1=l  
(proved in Section 3.3). However, when , it might not be the best policy. 1>l
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3.4.3 Standing order (SO) policy 
The retailer may employ a standing order policy to replenish products from the 
supplier, which implies that the order size from the supplier is constant in different 
periods. An inventory system under standing order policy was studied by Rosenshine 
and Obee (1976), who also considered emergency orders and selling off excess 
inventory. However, their work differs from ours in that they restricted the size of the 
emergency order to be fixed. Also, in their model, selling off excess inventory is 
triggered if the inventory level exceeds the storage capacity of the warehouse, which is 
not a decision variable. 
Under this policy, the transition of the inventory level in each period is given 
by Equation (3.20), where u  is the constant order quantity and  and  are 
determined by the EM Policy. 
tpY , tsY ,
uYYII ttstptt +−−+=+ ω,,1   
uSIMaxIBMaxII ttttt +−−−−+=+ ω),0(),0( **1              (3.20) 
Equation (3.20) shows that the transition of  is a Markov process because tI tω  
follows identical and independent distribution in each period and u  is constant in 
different periods. Thus the distribution of  depends solely on . Because of this 
property, the transition of the inventory level is modelled as a Markov process and the 
1+tI tI
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optimal constant order quantity is obtained accordingly. In this Markov process, the 
continuous demand is approximated to follow a discrete distribution.  
Let 
tstptt YYII ,, −+=
∧
 
be the system state in Period t .  represents the retailer’s inventory on hand level at 
Period t  after purchasing and selling products in the EM. The transition from  to 







])(,0[)](,0[ **1 SuIMaxuIBMaxuII ttttttt −+−−+−−++−=
∧∧∧∧
+ ωωω            (3.21) 
It can be inferred from the EM Policy that . Figure 3-4 shows the 
Markov process of , where  defines the transition probability from state i  to 
],[ ** SBIt ∈
∧
∧
tI jir , j . 
 is stationary and computed as follows. jir ,








** SjB << :  )(, juiPr ji −+== ω    for all ;  i
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ji sPr ω i
∫ +−== 5.05.0 )()( ss dsP ωωϕω  and 0)( =ωϕ  when 0<ω  or M>ω . 
rB*, S*
rB*, K rK, S*
B* S* K
rK, B* rS*, K
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Figure 3-4 Markov Process of  
∧
tI
Let vector )(uπ  represent the stationary distribution of  when the constant 
order quantity is u , 
∧
tI
)(uπ  can be computed from Equation (3.22), where  is the 
transition matrix. 
][ , jir
)(][)( , uru ji ππ =                   (3.22) 
rS*, S* rB*, B* rK, K
rS*, B* 
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After )(uπ  is obtained, the expected stationary total cost in one period for any 









t ukIPukCuW                 (3.23) 
 In Equation (3.23),  is the stationary probability of system state k  
when the constant order size is u  while  stands for the corresponding expected 
one period cost.  consists of three components: expected inventory cost, 
relative purchasing and selling costs and is computed from Equation (3.24).  



































             (3.24) 
In Equation (3.24),  and  are 
the purchasing and selling quantities when the demand is 
)](,0[ * ukBMax +−− ω ])(,0[ *SukMax −+−ω
ω . 
The , which minimizes , is obtained as the optimal order quantity. The 
following Lemma provides an upper bound for . 
*u )(uW
*u
Lemma 3.4 . Mu ≤*
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Proof. Considering that the maximal demand level in each period is M , it is obvious 
that .           Mu ≤*
 From Lemma 3.4, the  can be obtained by following the two simple steps 
below. 
*u




Step 2: Choose the  corresponding to the minimal value of  as . u )(uW *u
3.4.4 Time dependent (TD) policy 
This policy is based on the following idea: because the order issued at Period t  
will be delivered at Period  and mainly affects the expected cost at that period, the 




lttt uIx −−=  
to be the inventory level at the beginning of Period t  before receiving products ordered 
from the supplier l  periods ago; 
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)( tt xf : the forecasted probability distribution function of . tx


























),0(),( *, tlttltltp uxBMaxuxY −−= +++ ; 
),0(),( *, SuxMaxuxY tlttltlts −+= +++ ; 
Subject to: ; 0≥tu
Lemma 3.5 )  is convex in . ( tuH tu




















),0(),( *, tlttltltp uxBMaxuxY −−= +++ , ; ),0(),( *, SuxMaxuxY tlttltlts −+= +++
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The following equations can be obtained from . )( tuH









































             (3.25) 
Noticing that  and , Equation (3.25) can be simplified 
to Equation (3.26). 
0)(' * =+ BLC p 0)(' * =− SLCs










              (3.26) 
Because  is a convex function, )(⋅L )('' ⋅L  will always be greater than or equal to zero. 





uHd  is greater than or equal to zero. Thus, Lemma 3.5 is 
proved.             






, subject to 





 (seeing equation (3.27)), the optimal solution to 
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           (3.27) 
However,  must first be computed in order to solve P3.3. The rest of 
this section discuss how to derive ,  till . 
)( ltlt xf ++
)( 11 ++ tt xf )( 22 ++ tt xf )( ltlt xf ++





































From Equation (3.28),  is computed as follows, where )( 11 ++ tt xf 0)( =ωϕ  





































































































 From Equation (3.29),  is computed from  as follows. )( 22 ++ tt xf )( 11 ++ tt xf
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             (3.30) 
By sequentially using Equations (3.29) and (3.30), , ,…, 
 can be obtained. 
)( 33 ++ tt xf )( 44 ++ tt xf
)( ltlt xf ++
This policy is referred to as TD (Time dependent) policy for the rest of this 
chapter because  is affected by the values of  , , …, , which 
will change over time. 
)( ltlt xf ++ ,tI ltu −+1 ltu −+2 1−tu
3.5 Numerical experiment 
 In this section, results from numerical experiments are reported. The objectives 
of the numerical experiments are: 
1. measure cost reduction from EM; 
2. compare the average costs per period under the proposed heuristic policies with 
the minimal cost from the optimal inventory control policy when ; 1=l
3. compare the average costs per period under the different heuristic policies. 
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In Section 3.5.1, the design of the numerical experiment is introduced. Sections 
3.5.2, 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 report results from the numerical experiments. 
3.5.1 Experiment design 
In the numerical experiments, demand is assumed to follow a Normal 
distribution with mean µ  and variance . 2σ µ  remains unchanged and σ  is set to 
three different levels, representing different demand variations.  
The relative unit purchasing and selling costs in the EM,  and , are each 
set to five levels, representing high, medium and low relative purchasing and selling 
costs. The values of  and  are also set in accordance with the assumptions 
pC sC
pC sC
π<< pC0  and   hCs <<0 .
Another important system parameter in this system is l : the order lead time 
from the supplier. In the numerical experiment, l  is set to six levels, representing 
different lengths of the order lead time. 
Table 3-1 summarizes the variable parameters employed in the numerical 
experiments and their values. Table 3-2 lists the three parameters that remained 
unchanged in the numerical experiment. 
For each scenario, the numerical experiments are replicated for 100 times. The 
confidence interval of the average cost per period (AVC) is computed for each policy 
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under all the scenarios. The level of significance is set to be 95%. The Common 
Random Number technique is used to improve the computation efficiency. 
Table 3-1 Adjusted parameters 
Parameters Values 
σ  µ1.0  µ2.0  µ3.0  - - - 
pC  π1.0  π3.0  π5.0  π7.0  π9.0  - 
sC  h1.0  h3.0  h5.0  h7.0  h9.0  - 
l  (periods) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
Table 3-2 Unchanged parameters 
Parameters Value 
µ  50 
h  1 
π  5 
 
Next section reports cost savings from the EM. 
3.5.2 Cost savings from the electronic marketplace 
It is observed that cost savings are always obtained from the EM when the 
Order-up-to and TD policies are implemented. For the SO policy, cost reduction is 
obtained under most scenarios. Table 3-3 reports some results from the numerical 
experiments. Similar observations can be found for other scenarios. 
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Table 3-3 Confidence intervals of the AVC ( µσ 2.0= ) 






policy** SO policy TD policy 
π1.0=pC ,  hCs 1.0= 16.32 16.37 ± 0.15 16.36 ± 0.15
π5.0=pC ,  hCs 5.0= 19.73 20.86 ± 0.25 19.82 ± 0.211=l  
π9.0=pC ,  hCs 9.0=
21.17 
21.08 26.21 ± 0.36*** 21.16 ± 0.24
π1.0=pC ,  hCs 1.0= 16.52 ± 0.15 16.37. ± 0.15 16.37 ± 0.15
π5.0=pC ,  hCs 5.0= 21.91 ± 0.25 20.86 ± 0.25 20.85 ± 0.266=l  π9.0=pC ,  hCs 9.0=
39.6 
27.32 ± 0.36 26.21 ± 0.36 26.20 ± 0.47
* When there is no EM, the expected average cost per period can be computed accurately. Therefore 
simulation is not necessary 
** Because the Order-up-to policy is optimal when 1=l , its AVC is obtained from value iteration of the 
dynamic programming. In the rest of this chapter, the AVC of the Order-up-to policy when 1=l  is 
always the computation result from value iteration. 
*** The AVC under the SO policy is higher than that of the inventory system without EM.  
 
Table 3-3 shows significant cost savings are obtained from the EM. This 
observation is explained by the fact that purchasing necessary inventory from the EM 
can prevent high stockout cost and selling excessive inventory to the EM can prevent 
high inventory holding cost.  
However, the advantage of using the EM diminishes as  and  go higher. 
The effect of higher  and  are two fold. First, when  and  become higher, 
pC sC
pC sC pC sC
*B  will be decreased while  will be increasesd. As a result, less products are 
purchased from and sold to the EM. Consequently, higher inventory holding and 
stockout costs are incurred. Secondly, for the products purchased from and sold to the 
EM, higher transaction costs are incurred. The total effect is that cost increases as  
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From the results of the numerical experiment, it is also observed that when  is 
short and both  and  are high, the AVC of the SO policy is higher than that of the 
inventory system without EM. This observation is explained as follows. 
l
pC sC
When  and  become higher, the total cost will rise, which have been 
explained above. Furthermore, because the SO policy can not adjust the order size 
from the supplier, the inventory level can only be adjusted by the purchasing and 
selling products through the EM, which makes the SO policy even worse. On the other 
hand, for the inventory system without EM, it is not necessary to maintain high safety 
stocks when the order lead time from the supplier is short, resulting low inventory 
holding and stockout costs. As a consequence, the AVC of the SO policy becomes 
higher than that of the inventory system without EM when l  is short and both  and 
 are high. Results from the numerical experiments also show that when either of 
these two conditions does not hold, cost reduction from EM is achieved under the SO 
policy. Table 3-4 shows that cost reduction is achieved under the SO policy when  





sC 1=l .Table 3-5 shows that cost reduction is achieved 
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Table 3-4 Confidence intervals of AVC ( 1=l ) 
Parameters Inventory System without EM 
Inventory System 
with EM under 
the SO policy 
π1.0=pC , hCs 1.0=  8.18 ± 0.08 
π5.0=pC , hCs 5.0=  10.43 ± 0.13 µσ 1.0=
π9.0=pC , hCs 9.0=  
10.59 
13.28 ± 0.21 
π1.0=pC , hCs 1.0=  16.37 ± 0.15 
π5.0=pC , hCs 5.0=  20.86 ± 0.25 µσ 2.0=
π9.0=pC , hCs 9.0=  
21.17 
26.21 ± 0.36 
π1.0=pC , hCs 1.0=  24.57 ± 0.22 
π5.0=pC , hCs 5.0=  31.29 ± 0.37 µσ 3.0=
π9.0=pC , hCs 9.0=  
31.76 
39.41 ± 0.56 
 
Table 3-5 Confidence intervals of AVC ( µσ 2.0= , π9.0=pC , ) hCs 9.0=
Parameters Inventory System without EM 
Inventory System 
with EM under the 
SO policy 
1=l  21.17 
2=l  25.93 
3=l  29.94 
4=l  33.47 
5=l  36.66 
6=l  39.6 
26.38 ± 0.36 
 
In Table 3-5, the AVC of the SO policy remains unchanged under different l  
because the SO policy will not be affected by the order lead time from the supplier.  
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3.5.3 Cost under the proposed policies and that under the optimal 
policy 
This section compares the AVCs under different policies with that under the 
optimal policy when . Since the Order-up-to policy is optimal when , only 
the COS and TD policy are compared. Table 3-6 shows some results from the 
numerical experiments. Similar observations can be found for other scenarios. 
1=l 1=l
Table 3-6 AVC of the optimal and heuristic policies  when  1=l
Parameters Optimal policy SO policy TD policy 
π1.0=pC , hCs 1.0=  8.15 8.18 ± 0.08 8.17 ± 0.09 
π5.0=pC , hCs 5.0=  9.87 10.43 ± 0.13 9.91 ± 0.1 µσ 1.0=  
π9.0=pC , hCs 9.0=  10.54 13.28 ± 0.21 10.57 ± 0.12
π1.0=pC , hCs 1.0=  16.32 16.37 ± 0.15 16.36 ± 0.15
π5.0=pC , hCs 5.0=  19.73 20.86 ± 0.25 19.82 ± 0.21µσ 2.0=  
π9.0=pC , hCs 9.0=  21.08 26.21 ± 0.36 21.16 ± 0.24
π1.0=pC , hCs 1.0=  24.48 24.57 ± 0.22 24.55 ± 0.22
π5.0=pC , hCs 5.0=  29.59 31.29 ± 0.37 29.73 ± 0.31µσ 3.0=  
π9.0=pC , hCs 9.0=  31.62 39.41 ± 0.56 31.76 ± 0.35
 
Table 3-6 shows that when 1=l , the AVC of the TD policy is very close to 
that of the optimal policy. From this observation, it may be expected that the TD policy 
will also perform well when .  1>l
Table 3-6 also shows that when  and  are low, the AVC of the SO policy 
is very close to that of the optimal policy. Considering the fact that when l  increases, 
the AVC of the optimal policy will increase while that of the SO policy will not be 
pC sC
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affected, it is reasonable to implement the SO policy to approximate the optimal policy 
when the order lead time is long especially when  and  are low.  pC sC
3.5.4 Impacts of system parameters on the cost of the proposed 
policies 
The numerical experiments show that regardless of the policy implemented, the 
AVC of the inventory system increases as ,  and pC sC σ  increase. Figure 3.5 and 3.6 
show that the AVC will increase with ,  regardless of which policy is 
implemented. Figure 3-7 shows when 
pC sC
σ  becomes larger, the AVC will also go higher 
















Figure 3-5 Impact of  on AVC  when pC 3=l , µσ 2.0=  and  hCs 5.0=
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Figure 3-7 Impact of σ  on AVC when 3=l , π5.0=pC  and  hCs 5.0=
The impacts of ,  and pC sC σ  on the AVC, as shown in the figures above, are 
easy to explain. In section 3.5.2, the impacts of  and  have been explained. For pC sC
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the impacts of σ , the observation from Figure 3-7 is straightforward to explain that 
when the demand becomes more volatile, higher cost will be incurred. 
 In the rest of this section, attentions will be focused on the impacts of the order 
lead time from the supplier on the AVC under different ordering policies. 
Results from numerical experiment show that the Order-up-to policy and SO 
policy always incur higher costs than the TD policy does (when , the AVC of the 
TD policy is very close to that of the Order-up-to policy.). However, the differences 
between their AVCs are greatly affected by the order lead time. Figure 3-8 illustrates 
some observations concerning the impacts of the lead time on the AVC of the three 


















Figure 3-8 Impacts of order lead time on AVC when µσ 2.0= , π5.0=pC  and  hCs 5.0=
Figure 3-8 shows that the difference between the AVCs of the Order-up-to 
policy and the TD policy becomes greater as the lead time becomes longer. This 
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observation is explained as follows. When the Order-up-to policy is implemented, the 
order size issued to the supplier will only be affected by the EM transactions in the 
current period. However, the TD policy will further consider possible EM transactions 
during the entire order lead time. Because of this difference, it is straightforward that 
the Order-up-to policy will incur higher cost than the TD policy does and the 
difference between their AVCs becomes larger as the order lead time becomes longer.  
On the other hand, the TD policy can change the order quantity from the 
supplier to adjust inventory level, which the SO policy can not. Therefore, the TD 
policy always incurs lower cost than the SO policy. However, this advantage 
diminishes as the order lead time becomes larger. As a result, the difference between 
the AVCs of these two policies becomes smaller as the order lead time becomes larger.  
 The advantage of the TD policy over the SO policy is also diminished when 
 and  are low. This is because when  and  are low, inventory level can be 
adjusted through EM transactions at low costs, which offset the advantage of the TD 
policy: adjusting inventory level through changing the order size issued to the supplier. 
Consequently, there is no significant difference between the AVCs of the COS and the 
TD policies when  and  are low, even the order lead time is short. This 
phenomenon can be observed clearly from Table 3-6. 
pC sC pC sC
pC sC
Another phenomenon is that the AVC of the SO policy is not affected by the 
order lead time from the supplier. Therefore, it can be expected that there will be little 
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difference between the AVCs of the SO policy and the TD policy when the order time 
becomes large enough. This can also be observed from Figure 3-8 when . 4≥l
 Since the SO policy requires much less computation than the TD policy, 
especially when the order lead time is long, the SO policy can be employed when the 
order lead time is long or when  and  are low. pC sC
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter, a periodic review inventory control system in the presence of an 
EM is studied. In this system, regular orders can be issued to the supplier and 
emergency orders can be sourced from the EM at additional cost. Furthermore, excess 
inventories can be sold to the EM. When the order lead time from the supplier is one 
period, the optimal inventory control policy is developed from a dynamic 
programming model. This optimal policy is characterized by three threshold inventory 
levels: *B ,  and *S *Z , where .. In each period, if the inventory on hand 
level is below 
*** ZSB <<
*B , it is reset to *B by purchasing from the EM, while if the inventory 
on hand level is above , it is reset to  by selling excess inventory to the EM. After 
that an order is issued to the supplier to raise the inventory level to 
*S *S
*Z . 
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When the order lead time from the supplier is longer than one period, 
developing the optimal inventory control policy from the dynamic programming model 
becomes computationally difficult. Instead, three heuristic ordering policies are 
proposed to compute the order quantity from the supplier. The first policy is a simple 
Chapter 3                    An inventory system in the presence of an EM 
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order-up-to policy. The second policy employs a constant order size in all periods (SO 
policy), and the third policy solves a cost minimizing problem in each period to 
determine the order size (TD policy). 
Numerical experiments are conducted to compute the cost savings from the EM 
and the costs under different ordering policies. The results show that significant cost 
savings are achieved by employing the EM to adjust the inventory level in each period. 
The Order-up-to policy is optimal when the order lead time is one period. However, it 
always incurs higher cost than the TD policy when the lead time is longer than one 
period. The cost under the TD policy is very close to that of the minimal cost 
computed from the dynamic programming model when the order lead time is one 
period. When the transaction costs in the EM are low, the cost under the SO policy is 
also very close to the minimal cost computed from the dynamic programming model. 
While the cost under the TD policy is always lower than that under the SO policy, the 
difference between the costs under the TD policy and the SO policy diminishes as the 
order lead time becomes longer. Furthermore, the TD policy requires much more 
computation than the SO policy, especially when the order lead time from the supplier 
is long. Therefore, the TD policy can be employed when the order lead time is short to 
obtain lower cost while the SO policy can be employed when the order lead time is 
longer or the transaction costs in the EM are low to obtain computation efficiency. 
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Chapter 4 Impacts of an electronic marketplace on 
an inventory system with multiple 
independent retailers 
 In the previous chapter, a single retailer inventory system in the presence of an 
EM is investigated to develop inventory control policies. The work is extended in this 
chapter to study impacts of an EM on an inventory system with multiple independent 
retailers. The retailers replenish inventory from their suppler to satisfy customers’ 
demand. They can also purchase and sell products through an EM to reduce their 
inventory cost. The inventory cost savings of the aggregated supply chain, which 
comprise all retailers and each retailer’s cost savings will be studied. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 This chapter extends the work in Chapter 3 to study impacts of an EM on an 
inventory system with multiple independent retailers. In this system, there are only 
finite retailers in the EM and thus the supply and demand in the EM are also finite. 
This differs from the inventory system in Chapter 3, where it is assumed that the 
supply and demand in the EM are infinite. The system is introduced as follows. 
Consider  identical retailers who periodically replenish products from their 
suppliers to satisfy the stochastic demands from customers. In each period, retailers 
can purchase/sell products from/to an EM to adjust their inventory levels. The EM is 
operated by an independent MM, who facilitates transactions in the EM by matching 
purchasing requests with selling requests. The MM also set commission charges for 
purchasing and selling products in the EM. The flows of products among the retailers 
and the EM are illustrated in Figure 4-1 (only two retailers are illustrated in this figure). 
N
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The objective of this study is to investigate impacts of the EM on the inventory 
system in terms of (i) the inventory cost savings of the aggregated supply chain, which 
comprises all retailers; (ii) each retailer’s cost savings. Both static and dynamic pricing 
mechanisms in the EM are considered. In Section 4.2, the modelling assumptions and 
notations are introduced. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the mathematic models for the static 
and dynamic pricing in the EM are developed respectively. In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, the 
numerical results concerning impacts of the EM on the inventory system are provided 
under different scenarios: static and dynamic pricing, heterogeneous retailers, and 
retailers’ overbidding and irrational bidding behaviours. 
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Supplier1 Retailer1 Demand1 
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Figure 4-1 Product flows among the retailers and the EM 
4.2 Modeling assumptions and notations 
In this inventory system, the sequence of incidences in each period is as 
follows. At the beginning of each period, retailers review their inventory levels after 
receiving orders from their suppliers and determine how many products to purchase 
from and/or sell to the EM. The MM then matches purchasing requests with selling 
requests. After that, each retailer issues an order to her own supplier and the demand 
from customers are satisfied. At the end of each period, the inventory holding and 
stockout costs are computed for each retailer. 
In the following, the assumptions and notations, which apply to both the static 
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Assumption 4.1 The MM and all the retailers behave independently and 
rationally. 
 This assumption implies that the MM tries to maximize her own profit when 
setting the commission charges in the EM. And each retailer tries to minimize her own 
cost when determining how many products to purchase from and sold to the EM as 
well as the order quantities from the supplier. There is no cooperation between the MM 
and retailers as well as among retailers. 
Assumption 4.2 All retailers are identical with each other. 
 This assumption implies that the unit ordering, inventory holding and stockout 
costs as well as the order lead time are the same for all the retailers. This assumption 
can help to simplify the model. In an extension, it is also released to study different 
types of retailers by allowing different demand size. Future researches can address the 
problems of non-identical retailers in terms of holding cost, stockout cost, etc. 
Assumption 4.3 The stochastic demand faced by each retailer is identically and 
independently distributed among different periods and retailers. 
Assumption 4.4 Products purchased from the EM are available immediately, i.e., 
the order lead time for the EM is zero. 
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Assumption 4.5 Each retailer does not know other retailers’ inventory levels and 
how many products the others require to purchase from and sell 
to the EM. 
 This assumption implies that each retailer only knows her own inventory level 
and determines her purchasing and selling requests from/to the EM as well as the order 
quantity from the supplier purely based on this inventory level. 
Assumption 4.6 Retailers minimize the expected cost of only the current period 
to determine how much to request for purchasing from and/or 
selling to the EM. 
Assumption 4.7 All the retailers employ the order-up-to policy to determine the 
order quantity from their suppliers. 
 Purchasing and selling products in the EM mostly affects the expected cost of 
the current period. Furthermore, due to Assumption 4.5, retailers can only minimize 
her own expected cost. From Assumptions 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3, the same policy is 
applicable to all the retailers in determining the purchasing and selling quantities in the 
EM and the order-up-to levels are the same for all the retailers. 
Assumption 4.8 All the retailers backorder unsatisfied demands in each period.  
Assumption 4.9 The commission charge for each retailer is strictly proportional 
to the quantity of products she purchases or sells. 
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 The following notations are introduced to develop the mathematic model.  
itI , : Retailer i ’s inventory level at the beginning of Period ; t
it ,ω : Demand for retailer i  at Period ; t
tsV , : Transaction volume at Period  in the EM under static pricing; t
tdV , : Transaction volume at Period  in the EM under dynamic pricing; t
N : Number of retailers in the system; 
In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the mathematic models are developed to determine the 
retailers’ purchasing and selling quantities in the EM and the MM’s optimal 
commission charges under the static and dynamic pricing, respectively. 
4.3 Static pricing model 
 In order to develop the mathematic model for the static pricing mechanism, the 
following two additional assumptions are introduced. 
Assumption 4.10 Transactions among retailers are carried out at the unit ordering 
cost (i.e. the purchasing price from their suppliers). 
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Assumption 4.11 In each period, if the total purchasing requests exceed the total 
selling requests, all the selling requests are satisfied and each 
retailer’s purchasing request are partially satisfied in proportion 
to the quantity requested. The same rule applies when the total 
selling requests exceed the total purchasing requests. 




 Let i  and  stand for retailer i ’s requested purchasing and selling 
quantities at Period t  and  and  be her actual purchased and sold quantities. 
From Assumption 4.11, the transaction volume in the EM at Period t  is 
, i.e., the minimum of the total requested purchasing and 
selling quantities from all the retailers. Furthermore, Retailer i ’s actual purchased 
quantity is 
tpY ,, itsY ,,




















,, *∑=ts ,, . 
 The unit commission charges are introduced as follows: 
pC : Commission charge for purchasing one unit of product in the EM; 
sC : Commission charge for selling one unit of product in the EM;  
pC  and  are denoted as the unit purchasing and selling commission charges 
in the EM to keep consistent with the mathematic notations in Chapter 3, where they 
are defined to be the relative purchasing and selling costs in the EM. From Assumption 
4.10, they also represent the relative purchasing and selling costs in the EM, as defined 
sC
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in Chapter 3. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the ordering cost from the supplier will not 
be included in the mathematic model. Instead, only the commission charges (relative 
purchasing and selling costs) in the EM are included. 
4.3.1 Retailers’ expected one period cost and the MM’s profit 
 From Assumption 4.5, Retailer i  determines  and  instead of  
and  to minimize her expected cost at Period t . The problem is formulated to be 
P4.1. 
itpY ,, itsY ,, itpX ,,
itsX ,,
P4.1 
  ),,( ,,,,,,, ,,,, itsitpititYY
YYITMin
itsitp
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 Subject to: ;  0, ,,,, ≥itsitp YY
where  stands for the expected 
one period inventory holding and shortage cost. 
∫∫ ∞ −+−= xx dxdxxL ωωϕωωωϕω )()()()()( 0
 For the MM, the profit of matching demand with supply is  per unit 
because she gains  ( ) from the retailer who purchases (sells) the product for each 
unit transacted via the EM. From Assumption 4.11, the expected transaction volume at 
sp CC +
pC sC
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Period t  is [ ]tsVE , , which is determined by (1) the inventory levels at all the retailers 
and (2) the commission charges,  and . Consequently, the MM’s problem of 
setting the optimal  and  that maximize her expected profit per period is 


















 In P4.2,  stands for the transaction volume in the 
EM at Period t , given the retailers’ inventory levels  and the 
commission charges,  and . 
),,...,,( ,1,1,, spNtttts CCIIIV ，
Nttt III ,1,1, ,...,,
pC sC
4.3.2 Retailers’ inventory control policy and the MM’s optimal 
commission charge  
 By solving problem P4.1, retailers’ optimal requested purchasing and selling 
quantities in the EM at Period  is obtained, shown in Lemma 4.1.  t
Lemma 4.1 The optimal solution to problem P4.1 is as follows:  
),0( ,
**
,, ititp IBMaxY −=  and , ),0( *,* ,, SIMaxY itits −=


















The proof of Lemma 4.1 is the same as that of Lemma 3.2 in Chapter 3.  
From Assumption 4.7, every retailer must employ the same order-up-to policy. 
Due to the existence of the lead time from the supplier and Assumption 4.11, it is 
difficult to obtain any closed form solution for this optimal order-up-to level. 
Consequently, simulation is employed to obtain a near optimal one. 
 Likewise, the MM’s optimal commission charges are very difficult to obtain 
analytically. Thus, near-optimal commission charges are obtained from simulation. 
Details can be found in Section 4.5.1. 
4.4 Dynamic pricing model 
Under the dynamic pricing mechanism, the equilibrium transaction price in the 
EM is determined dynamically to clear the market, i.e. in each period, the total 
purchasing requests will equal to the total selling requests. 
The MM will also set commission charge in the EM. To simplify the 
computation, it is assumed that the MM set commission charge for every unit 
transacted in the EM, which is equally assumed by the purchasing and selling retailers. 
This simplification will not incur any inconsistency with the static pricing model 
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because the effects of the commission charges on the requested purchasing and selling 
quantities from retailers will be completely reflected in the market equilibrium price. 
Furthermore, in order to compute the relative purchasing and selling costs in 
the EM, the following notations are introduced: 
tR : Relative transaction price in the EM at Period ; t
C : Unit commission charge; 
Given these notations, the retailers’ unit relative purchasing and selling costs in 
the EM become  and tRC +2/ tRC −2/  respectively. For any given , the 
purchasing and selling quantity from each retailer can be obtained from Lemma 4.1 by 
substituting  and 
tR
tRC +2/ tRC −2/  for  and , respectively.  pC sC






























π 2/1* ; 
Lemma 4.2  satisfies . *tR 2/2/
* CRhC t −≤≤− π
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Proof. If , , which implies that no retailer will purchase from 
the EM. Similarly, If , , which implies that no retailer will sell 
to the EM. In either case, the EM will not reach an equilibrium price.   
2/* CRt −> π −∞→*tB
hCRt −< 2/* +∞→*tS
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(  iGiven the fact that the total purchasing request ∑ s 
decreasing with respect to  while the total selling requests ∑ s 





















Under dynamic pricing mechanism, the expected transaction volume in Period 
 is t [ ]tdVE , , which is determined by (1) the inventory levels at all the retailers and (2) 
the commission charge, C . Consequently, the MM’s problem of setting the optimal C  
to maximize her expected profit per period takes exactly the same form as P4.2 by 
substituting  for C )(C sp C+  and substituting  for 
. 
),,...,,( ,1,1,, CIIIV Nttttd
),,...,,( ,1,1,, spNtttts CCIIIV ，
Lemma 4.3 An upper bound for the optimal C , , is *C h+π . 
Proof. From Lemma 4.2, if hC +> π , the upper bound for , *tR 2/C−π , is strictly 
less than the lower bound for , *tR hC −2/ . Thus, there does not exist a market 
equilibrium price.           
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Using the upper bound obtained in Lemma 4.3, the optimal C  can be obtained 
numerically. In the next section, the numerical results are provided. 
4.5 Numerical experiment 
An extensive numerical experiment is conducted to measure impacts of the EM 
on the inventory system in terms of: (1) the inventory cost savings of the aggregated 
supply chain, which is the inventory costs of all the retailers; (2) retailers’ cost savings 
from the EM. 
4.5.1 Experiment design 
 In this system, the key parameters are: the lead time from the supplier ( l ),the 
number of retailers in the EM ( ) and the coefficient of variation of demand. Demand 
is assumed to follow a Normal distribution with 
N
µ  equals to 50. Table 4-1 summarizes 
different values of l ,  and demand variation in the numerical experiment. The value 
of 
N
π  is set to be 5 and  is set to be 1. h
Table 4-1 Values of experimental parameters 
Parameter Values 
L  (periods) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
N  10 100 1000 - - - 
CV* 0.1 0.2 0.3 - - - 
*Coefficient of variation of demand 
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For the static pricing mechanism, it is assumed that the MM can only choose 
 and  from a finite set. Similarly, the MM can only choose C  from a finite set 
for the dynamic pricing mechanism. For each combination of L ,  and , the 
MM’s profit under different commission charges are computed and the one 
corresponding to the largest profit are chosen as the near optimal commission charges. 
The retailers’ near optimal order-up-to levels are obtained in a similar way. The 




In Section 4.5.2, the numerical results under the static pricing mechanism are 
reported. Section 4.5.3 compares the retailers’ costs under the static and dynamic 
pricing mechanisms. 
4.5.2 Inventory cost saving of the aggregated supply chain and 
retailers’ cost savings from the electronic marketplace under 
the static pricing mechanism 
This section reports the inventory cost savings of the aggregated supply chain 
and retailers’ total cost savings from the EM under static pricing mechanism. The 
inventory cost of the aggregated supply chain is the sum of inventory cost of all 
retailers. Because retailers are assumed to be identical with each other, it is only 
necessary to look at the average inventory cost per retailer. This section will also show 
the MM’s profit, which equals to retailers’ commission charges in the EM. Figures 4-2, 
4-3 and 4-4 show retailers’ average cost per period under some scenarios. Similar 
observations can be found under other scenarios. 
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Figure 4-3 Average cost per period per retailer when 6=L  and  100=N
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Figure 4-4 Average cost per period per retailer when 6=L  and  3.0=CV
 In Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-4, the height of each column represents the average 
inventory cost per period per retailer without the EM.  It is observed from the three 
figures that (i) the inventory cost of the aggregated supply chain decreases 
significantly from the EM, which is shown by retailers’ reduced inventory cost; (ii) 
retailers can also enjoy significant total cost savings from the EM. Furthermore, these 
cost savings and the MM’s profit become larger as l ,  and  become larger. 
These observations are explained as follows. 
N CV
 Through purchasing and selling products in the EM, retailers obtain inventory 
cost savings, although they need to pay commission charges to the MM. When l  
becomes longer or CV  becomes larger, retailers’ inventory levels will fluctuates 
greater. This makes retailers to submit more purchasing and selling requests, which 
makes the EM more effective and efficient in adjusting retailers’ inventory levels. This 
re-allocation function of the EM becomes stronger when there are more retailers in the 
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EM. Therefore, it is observed from Figures 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4 that both the inventory 
cost savings of the aggregated supply chain and retailers’ total cost savings become 
greater when  becomes longer or CV  and  become larger. The MM gains more 
profit from each retailer when l  becomes longer or  and  become larger. 
l N
CV N
The consistency between the inventory cost saving of the aggregated supply 
chain and the cost saving of individual retailer is important. If retailers can not obtain 
significant cost savings from the EM, they are unlikely to be attracted to participate in 
the EM. Consequently, the inventory cost savings of the aggregated supply chain 
cannot be realized. 
4.5.3 Static and dynamic pricing mechanisms in the electronic 
marketplace 
Numerical experiments show that the results observed in Section 5.2 also apply 
when the dynamic pricing mechanism is employed in the EM. Therefore, this section 
will only focus on comparing the retailers’ cost under the static and dynamic pricing 
mechanisms. Tables 4-2 and 4-3 show these differences under some scenarios. Similar 
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Table 4-2 Impacts of lead time on retailers’ average cost per period 
Inventory cost Commission charge Total cost saving 












1 23.82 25.40 3.58 3.52 3.42 1.91 
2 26.99 27.06 5.26 5.42 6.02 5.80 
3 30.50 31.85 6.75 6.28 6.76 5.87 
4 31.15 32.65 7.14 6.94 11.54 10.24 
5 31.09 34.84 7.92 7.71 15.24 11.70 
6 31.62 35.98 7.96 8.15 19.13 15.61 
 
 Table 4-3 Impacts of CV of demand on retailers’ average cost per period 













0.1 10.20 10.89 2.94 2.82 5.61 5.03 
0.2 20.64 23.31 5.54 5.66 11.80 9.01 
0.3 31.22 34.97 8.25 8.13 19.24 15.60 
 
Tables 4-2 and 4-3 show that under dynamic pricing mechanism, the inventory 
cost of each retailer is lower than that under static pricing mechanism. At the same 
time, retailers’ commission charges, which equals to the MM’s profit, is little affected. 
The total effect is that retailers can obtain greater total cost savings from the EM. 
These observations may lead us to conclude that retailers prefer dynamic pricing 
mechanism to static pricing mechanism in the EM and the MM is indifferent with 
which pricing mechanism is used. 
However, numerical results show that the MM can set higher commission 
charges in static pricing mechanism than in dynamic pricing mechanism. In the mean 
while, the transaction volume under the dynamic pricing mechanism is higher than that 
under static pricing mechanism, implying that the work load for matching purchasing 
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with selling requests is heavier under dynamic pricing mechanism. Considering the 
difficulty of implementing a dynamic pricing mechanism, which incurs complex 
negotiation process to reach the market equilibrium price, it may be concluded that the 
MM prefers the static pricing mechanism to the dynamic pricing mechanism, given 
that her profit is little affected. 
 In real life, it is unlikely that transaction prices in the EM be completely static 
or perfectly dynamic to clear the market because it takes a long period of time to carry 
out the complex negotiation among all retailers to reach the equilibrium price, 
especially when the number of retailers is large. It can be expected that most of 
transactions are carried out at a price near the equilibrium one while some may be 
carried out at exogenous prices, thus makes the pricing mechanism in the EM a mix of 
dynamic and static. However, since the inventory cost savings of the aggregated 
supply chain and the retailers’ cost savings can be obtained in both pricing 
mechanisms, it can be expected that these cost savings will also be realized for EMs 
under a mix of dynamic and static pricing mechanisms. 
4.6 Non-identical retailers and irrational bidding in static 
pricing mechanism electronic marketplace 
 In this section, additional numerical experiments are conducted to test the 
robustness of the results obtained in Section 4.5.2. First, different types of retailers are 
considered in term of demand size. Secondly, we allow retailers’ bidding quantities to 
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be deviated from those specified by Lemma 4.1. Only static pricing mechanism is 
considered in this section. 
4.6.1 Non-identical retailers  
 In this section, two types of retailers are considered. One is with small demand 
and the other is with large demand. Table 4-4 gives the setting of the two types of 
retailers. 
Table 4-4 Parameters of different types of retailers 
Setting Type 1 retailer 
Type 2 
retailer 
Number 50 50 
Mean demand 30 70 
 
 The two types of retailers are assumed to have the same order lead time and 
 of demand. The CV  is fixed to be 0.3 when the order lead time is changed and 
the order lead time is fixed to be 6 periods when the CV  is changed. Similar to the 
previous numerical experiment, the near optimal order-up-to levels are searched for 
both types of retailers and so do the MM’s optimal commission charges in the EM. 
Figures 4-5 and 4-6 report the impacts of lead time and Table 4-5 reports the impacts 
of the  of demand on the average cost per period for each type of retailers. 
CV
CV
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Figure 4-6 Average cost per period per Type 2 retailer 
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 Table 4-5 Average cost per period per retailer 
Type 1 retailer 
With EM 




0.1 11.349 6.9835 1.1546 3.2109 
0.2 23.188 13.2227 2.9553 7.01 
0.3 35.024 20.0685 4.0875 10.868 
Type 2 retailer 
With EM 




0.1 27.631 15.3362 3.9018 8.393 
0.2 54.261 31.1795 7.4705 15.611 
0.3 82.384 46.467 11.76 24.153 
 
 Figures 4-5 and 4-6 and Table 4-5 indicate that for both types of retailers, 
significant cost savings are obtained from the EM. Furthermore, these cost savings 
become greater as l  becomes longer and/or CV  becomes larger. These observations 
indicate that the results obtained in Section 4.5.2 are robust when the retailers in the 
EM differ with each other in terms of demand size. While there are only two types of 
retailers considered in this numerical experiment, it can be expected that the same 
results will apply when there are more types of retailers in the EM. 
4.6.2 Over bidding and irrational bidding 
 In Section 4.3, Lemma 4.1 is developed for retailers to determine the bidding 
quantities for purchasing and selling in the EM. However, due to the ration at the MM 
when demand (supply) exceeds supply (demand), some retailers may bid more than 
they need although this may lead to the result that they have to purchase or sell more 
than they need. This over bidding is considered in this additional numerical experiment. 
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 Besides over bidding, this numerical experiment also considers irrational 
bidding. Irrational bidding refers to the fact that some retailers depend on their 
experience to determine the bidding quantities instead of following Lemma 4.1. As a 
result of irrational bidding, some retailers may bid less than the quantity specified by 
Lemma 4.1 while some will bid more. The irrational bidding is also considered in this 
numerical experiment. 
4.6.2.1 Over bidding in the EM 
 Over bidding in supply chain management can be found in Lee et al. (1997a, 
1997b), where the over bidding among multiple retailers are modelled to be a game 
and the authors developed the equilibrium bidding quantity of each retailer. However, 
due to Assumption 4.5, it is impractical to develop the equilibrium bidding quantity for 
each retailer. Thus, in this additional numerical experiment, the percentages of over 
bidding are assumed to be uniformly distributed across all retailers. The maximal 
percentage of over bidding among all retailers is α . The number of retailers is 100 and 
the  of the demand is set to 0.3. Table 4-6 reports the inventory cost per period per 
retailer and Table 4-7 reports the total cost per period per retailer, which equals to the 
sum of inventory cost and commission charge. In both tables, 
CV
0=α  represents no 
retailer will over bidding, which is the situation considered in Section 4.5.2. 
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Table 4-6 Estimated inventory cost per period per retailer 
Lead time 0=α  %10=α %20=α %30=α  
1 25.4 25.84 25.9 25.48 
2 27.06 29.38 27.75 28.00 
3 31.85 29.59 29.57 29.65 
4 32.65 32.31 30.02 32.09 
5 34.84 32.52 32.57 34.95 
6 35.43 35.53 35.23 35.67 
 
Table 4-7 Estimated total cost per period per retailer 
Lead time 0=α  %10=α %20=α %30=α  
1 28.92 29.34 29.4 28.98 
2 32.48 34.73 32.95 33.33 
3 38.13 35.95 35.79 36.12 
4 39.59 39.43 37.2 39.21 
5 42.55 40.16 40.26 42.7 
6 43.1 40.6 43.58 43.8 
 
Table 4-6 shows that retailers’ inventory costs are little affected by the over 
bidding behaviour even when the maximal over bidding is 30 percent, which implies 
the inventory cost savings of the aggregated supply chain from the EM is very robust 
against the retailers’ over bidding behaviours. Table 4-7 further shows that retailers’ 
cost savings from the EM are also very robust against the over bidding behaviours. 
4.6.2.2 Irrational bidding 
Irrational bidding refers to the phenomenon that some retailers determine the 
bidding quantities in the EM according to their experiences instead of Lemma 4.1. As 
a result, some retailers may bid more than the quantity specified by Lemma 4.1 while 
some will bid less. 
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Similar to the numerical experiment in section 4.6.2.1, in this numerical 
experiment, the percentages of irrational bidding are assumed to be uniformly 
distributed across all retailers. The maximal percentage of deviation from the quantity 
specified by Lemma 1 is β±  . Other parameters are the same as those in Section 
4.6.2.1. Table 4-8 reports the average inventory cost per period per retailer and Table 
4-9 reports the total cost per period per retailer. In both tables, 0=β  represents no 
irrational bidding, which is the situation considered in Section 4.5.2. 
Table 4-8 Estimated inventory cost per period per retailer 
Lead time 0=β  %10=β %20=β %30=β  
1 25.4 25.84 25.9 25.48 
2 27.06 29.38 27.75 28 
3 31.85 29.59 29.57 29.65 
4 32.65 32.31 30.02 32.09 
5 34.84 32.52 32.57 34.95 
6 35.43 35.53 35.23 35.67 
 
Table 4-9 Estimated total cost per period per retailer 
Lead time 0=β  %10=β %20=β %30=β  
1 28.92 29.34 29.4 28.98 
2 32.48 34.73 32.95 33.33 
3 38.13 35.95 35.79 36.12 
4 39.59 39.43 37.2 39.21 
5 42.55 40.16 40.26 42.7 
6 43.1 40.6 43.58 43.8 
 
It is observed from Tables 4-8 and 4-9 that when retailers’ bidding quantities 
deviates from those specified by Lemma 4.1, their inventory costs and total costs are 
little affected, even when the maximal deviation is 30 percent. These observations are 
similar to those in section 4.6.2.1, and suggest that the inventory cost savings of the 
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aggregated supply chain from the EM and the retailers’ cost savings from the EM are 
very robust against the irrational bidding behaviours of retailers.  
The observations in section 4.6.2 are important because it is impossible for all 
retailers to bid exactly the quantities specified by Lemma 4.1 in real situations. From 
these observations, it can be concluded that retailers will have strong willingness to use 
the EM to adjust their inventory levels because of the robustness of the total cost 
savings from the EM. This in turn leads to the inventory cost savings of the aggregated 
supply chain. 
4.7 Summary 
In this chapter, an inventory system with multiple independent retailers and an 
EM, is studied. Retailers follow order-up-to policies to replenish inventory to satisfy 
the stochastic demand from customers and can purchase/sell products from/to an EM 
to tackle the inventory level fluctuations. The EM is operated by an independent 
market maker, who sets commission charges for purchasing and selling products in the 
EM. Both static and dynamic pricing mechanisms in the EM are considered. 
Through extensive numerical experiments, it is found that inventory cost of the 
aggregated supply chain and retailers’ total costs decrease substantially from the EM. 
These cost savings become greater when the retailers’ order lead time, demand 
variability and the number of retailers in the EM increase. These trends also apply to 
the market maker’s profit. Retailers’ total cost saving is important because this will 
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attract them to participate into the EM, which in turn leads to the inventory cost 
savings of the aggregated supply chain. 
By comparing numerical results under the static and dynamic pricing 
mechanisms in the EM, it is found that retailers can obtain more cost savings under the 
dynamic pricing mechanism while the MM’s profit is little affected regardless of 
which pricing mechanism is employed. This suggests that retailers may prefer dynamic 
pricing mechanism while the MM may prefer the static pricing mechanism because of 
the complexity of operating an EM with dynamic pricing mechanism. 
In two additional numerical experiments, it is shown that each retailer’s total 
cost savings and the inventory cost savings of the aggregated supply chain are still 
obtained when retailers are heterogeneous in term of demand or they have 
overbidding/irrational bidding behaviors. These results are important because in real 
market, retailers will be different with each other. In the mean while, over bidding and 
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Chapter 5 The value of an electronic marketplace 
in a perishable product inventory 
system with auto-correlated demand 
 In this chapter, a periodic review inventory system for a perishable product in 
the presence of an EM will be investigated. In the inventory systems studied in the 
previous two chapters, the difference between replenishing from long term suppliers 
and ‘spot shops’ in EMs is represented by the purchasing lead time associated. In the 
inventory system studied in this chapter, another difference is considered, i.e. 
replenishing from long term suppliers usually needs to make quantity commitment 
over a long period of time while ‘spot shops’ in EMs are more flexible. Apart from this, 
this inventory system also considers (i) bidding quantity and price in the EM; (ii) auto-
correlated demand in different periods. 
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5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, a periodic review inventory system for perishable products in 
the presence of an EM will be investigated. Examples of perishable products include 
vegetable, medicine, fashion clothes etc. Nowadays, many high-tech products can also 
be regarded as perishable products because they usually have a short product lifetime 
with rapid depreciation. One way to improve inventory control for perishable products 
is to employ EMs as alternative supply sources as well as places to salvage excess 
inventory.  
The inventory system studied in this chapter considers a distinct difference 
between replenishing products from a long term supplier and ‘spot shops’ in an EM, 
i.e., replenishing from a long term supplier usually needs to make quantity 
commitment over a long period of time whereas ‘spot shops’ in the EM can be carried 
out on a real time basis.  
In this system, a fixed quantity of products is replenished from a supplier at 
every period. The quantity must first be determined and cannot be changed thereafter. 
At the beginning of each period, products can be purchased (sold) from (to) an EM to 
adjust the inventory level for the anticipated demands. The availability of supply 
(demand) in the EM is determined by the price offered, i.e., the higher (lower) price 
offered for purchasing (selling), the more supply (demand) will be available. At the 
end of each period, the inventory holding and the stockout costs are computed. 
Unsatisfied demands are lost and the remaining inventories are salvaged. Demand is 
assumed to be auto-correlated in different periods. The objective of the study in this 
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chapter is to investigate cost savings from the EM in the presence of auto-correlated 
demand process and the impacts of the various demand processes on these cost savings. 
 The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. In Section 5.2, a mathematical 
model is developed to determine the purchasing (selling) quantity and the 
corresponding price to offer in the EM. The model is employed to compute the optimal 
order quantity from the supplier as well. Section 5.3 provides several optimality 
properties from the model developed in Section 5.2. Section 5.4 presents numerical 
results on the cost savings from the EM and analyzes the impacts of demand processes 
on the cost savings. 
5.2 Mathematical model for the electronic marketplace and 
order quantity  
The retailer needs to determine: 
• the order quantity from the supplier; 
• bidding price and quantity in the EM, which is referred to as a bidding decision 
in the EM. 
To be consistent with the previous two chapters, only the relative purchasing 
and selling costs in the EM are computed in the mathematic model (as mentioned in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.2). Therefore, in the rest of this section, ‘bidding price’ is 
replaced by ‘relative purchasing/sell cost’. 
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Assumption 5.1 Available supply (demand) from (to) the EM is a concave 
increasing function with respective to the relative purchasing 
(selling) cost. 
Assumption 5.1 implies that the higher (lower) price the retailer offers, the 
more supply (demand) from the EM are available. It further implies that the marginal 
cost to attract supply and demand is increasing. This assumption is also employed in 
Federgruen and Heching (1999). Assumption 5.1 differs from the assumptions 
employed in the previous works, reviewed by Elmaghrary and Keskinocak (2003), in 
that the previous papers restricted demand to be a certain function of the price, such as 
linear or exponential. 
Assumption 5.2 Unsatisfied demand in each period is lost and excess inventories 
are salvaged.  
 This assumption applies to perishable products with a lifetime of one period. 
We do aware that this assumption may cause some loss of generality. However, since 
the objective of this study is to investigate how to reduce the inventory cost for 
perishable products with EMs, this assumption is applied to simplify the mathematic 
model. 
Assumption 5.3 Demands are auto-correlated in different periods. 
 The notations for the mathematic model are as follows. 
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I :  Order quantity from the supplier; 
tpY , :  Purchasing quantity from the EM at period t ; 
tsY , :  Selling quantity to the EM at period ; t
tpC , :  Purchasing cost in the EM at period t ; 
tsC , :  Selling cost in the EM at period ; t
)( ,tpCγ : Available supply from the EM at a bidding cost ; tpC ,
)( ,tsCη : Available demand from the EM at a bidding cost ; tsC ,
N :  Number of periods over the planning horizon; 
 The additional notations for the forecast of auto-correlated demand are as 
follows. 
td :  Demand level in period t ; 
∧
tD :  Realized demand in period t  and previous periods, ; ,.....],[ 1−
∧ = ttt ddD
)|(.
∧
+ tst Df : Probability density function of demand in period , based on ; st +
∧
tD
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)|(.
∧
+ tst DF : Cumulative density function of demand in period , based on ; st +
∧
tD
Using the notations, the mathematic model to determine the bidding decision in 
the EM is developed. At the beginning of Period k , the retailer determines , , 
 and , based on the updated demand distribution in Period t ,  and 
. Because unsold inventory is salvaged at the end of the period, only the 
expected cost in Period t  needs to be considered. This problem is formulated as in 
P5.1. 
tpC , tsC ,















−+++=∧−   (5.1) 
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 Subject to: , ,  0, ,, ≥tstp CC )(0 ,, tptp CY γ≤≤ )](,[0 ,, tsts CIMinY η≤≤
 In Equation (5.1),  represents the minimal expected cost in Period t  




I  and the latest demand information .  is the 
relative purchasing cost when  are purchased from the EM at a relative cost of C . 
Similarly,  is the relative selling cost when  are sold to the EM at a relative 
∧
−1tD tptp YC ,,
tpY , tp,
tsts YC ,, tsY ,
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cost of .  stands for the expected inventory holding and stockout cost in 





The optimal order quantity from the supplier, I , must minimize the total 
expected cost, . The problem is formulated as in P5.2. )(IC
P5.2  




















In Equation (5.2),  must first be obtained by solving problem P5.1. 




















5.3 Optimal bidding decision in the electronic marketplace 
and order quantity from the supplier 
This section provides several optimality properties of the mathematic model 
developed in the previous section. These properties help to solve P5.1 and P5.2 
efficiently. P5.1 must first be solved to obtain the optimal bidding decision in the EM. 
Then, P5.2 is solved with the solution of P5.1.  
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5.3.1 Optimal bidding decision in the electronic marketplace 
The optimal bidding decision in Period k  is defined by , ,  and . 
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Proof.  minimizes . When , selling products to the EM incurs a 
relative selling cost, and this increases the expected inventory cost. Therefore,  
when . Similarly,  when .  
tX )(xLt tXI <
0*, =tsC
tXI < 0*, =tpC tXI >
When , if , the minimal expected cost in Period t  is given by 
Equation (5.3). 
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However, if , there must exist  that satisfies . 
With and , the expected cost in Period  is given by Equation (5.4). 
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Because ( , ) incurs a lower cost than ( , ), this contradicts the 
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 Before developing the optimal solution to problem P5.1, Lemma 5.2 is proved.  
Lemma 5.2 For P5.1, when , an upper bound for  is , satisfying tXI < *,tpC u tpC ,




tsC , ( ) 0)( ,', =−− u tstu ts CILC γ . 
Proof. It is obvious that when ,  and  must satisfy tXI < *,tpC *,tpY
( ) 0*,'* , =++ tpttp YILC . Therefore, when , . This 









( ) 0)( ,', =++ u tptu tp CILC γ . Similarly, when , an upper bound for  is , 
satisfying 
tXI > *,tsC u tsC ,
( ) 0)( ,', =−− u tstu ts CILC γ .         
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Theorem 5.1 (i) If , the expected cost in Period t is convex with respect to 
; (ii) if , the expected cost in Period t  is convex with respect 
to ; (iii) if , . 
tXI <
tpC , tXI >
tsC , tXI = 0*,*, == tstp CC
Proof. Suppose . From Lemma 5.1,  and . In addition, 
Lemma 5.2 indicates that . Therefore,  is obtained as follows: 













( ))()()( ,,,, tpttptptp CILCCCA γγ ++=  
By taking the first and second order derivatives of : )( ,tpCA
( )[ ] )(')()()(' ,,',,, tptpttptptp CCILCCCA γγγ +++=      
( ) ( )[ ] )('')()(')()('2)('' ,,',2,,'',, tptpttptptpttptp CCILCCCILCCA γγγγγ +++++=  
( ))( ,', tpttp CILC γ++  is an increasing function of . From Lemma 5.2, tpC ,
( ) 0)( ,', <++ tpttp CILC γ . Because )( ,tpCγ  is a concave increasing function of , tpC ,
0)('' , <tpCγ  and . Thus,  is convex in .  can be obtained 
by solving . 
0)('' , >tpCA )( ,tpCA tpC , * ,tpC
0)(' , =tpCA
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Similarly, when , the expected cost is convex in , and  can be computed 
accordingly.            
tXI > tsC , *,tsC
From the convex property shown in Theorem 5.1,  and  can be obtained 
by an efficient search algorithm such as the golden search algorithm. Once the values 
of  and  are computed,  and  are obtained using Lemma 5.1 and 
















5.3.2 Optimal Order quantity from the supplier 
Given that , ,  and  are determined according to Theorem 5.1 









Lemma 5.3  is decreasing in *,tpC I  and  is increasing in 
*
,tsC I . 
Proof. When , because ,  must be an increasing function 
of .  is also an increasing function of 
tXI < 0)('' , >tpCA )(' ,tpCA
tpC , )(' ,tpCA I . Therefore, when I  increases, 
 that satisfies  must decrease. Thus,  is decreasing in * ,tpC 0)('
*
, =tpCA *,tpC I . 
Similarly,  is increasing in *,tsC I .         
Theorem 5.2 )  is convex with respect to (IC I .  
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Proof.  In order to prove Theorem 5.2, it is only necessary to prove that   is 




I , given that , ,  and  are obtained by Theorem 
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We first consider the case when . From Equation (5.7), Equations (5.10) and 















































γγγ −−−=∧−            (5.11) 
Because (i)  is a decreasing function of )(* , IC tp I ; (ii) )( ,tpCγ  is concave with respect 
to ,  when . tpC , 0)|( 1
'' >∧−tt DIC tXI <
Similarly, it can be proven that  when . Therefore,  
is convex with respect to 
0)|( 1
'' >∧−tt DIC tXI > )|( 1
∧
−tt DIC
I . This implies that  is also convex with respect to )(IC I .
             
Since it is difficult to obtain a closed form solution for the optimal I , a near 
optimal solution can be obtained efficiently from the simulation based search using the 
convex property. Next section will report numerical results about cost savings from the 
EM and the impacts of various demand processes on the cost savings. 
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5.4 Numerical experiment 
In this section, a numerical experiment is conducted to illustrate the cost 
savings from the EM under various demand processes. Without the EM, the retailer 
only needs to determine the order quantity from the supplier. In Appendix A, a 
solution procedure to compute the retailer’s optimal order quantity without the EM is 
provided. 
5.4.1 Experiment design 
The demand process is assumed to be an auto-regressive AR(1) process, as 
given by Equation (5.12), where 11 <<− φ . tε  follows an identical independent 
Normal distribution with mean 0 and variance . 2σ
11 )( ++ +−=− ttt dd εµφµ                  (5.12) 
The AR(1) demand process is considered in Lee et al, (2000), Kahn (1987) and 
Miller (1986). We assume that the retailer knows the values of µ , φ  and σ . This is 
reasonable because these parameters can be obtained with sufficient accuracy from 
historical demand data. 
Equation (5.12) implies that for a given , the conditional distribution of  
is a Normal distribution with mean 
∧
tD 1+td
)( µφµ −+ td  and variance . In this numerical 2σ
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experiment, the parameters of the demand process φ  and σ  are set to different levels 
to represent different demand processes, where φ  represents the correlations among 
demands in different periods. Different values for the demand in Period 0 (the period 
before the first period under consideration)  are also considered. The value of 0d µ  is 
set to be 100, π  is set to be 5 and h  is set to be 1. Table 5-1 summarizes the values of 
parameters employed in this numerical experiment.  
Table 5-1 Value of parameters in the numerical experiment 
Parameters Value 
φ  -0.9 -0.5 -0.1 0.1 0.5 0.9 
σ  1 3 5    
0d  50 100 150    
N  10 100     
 
Supplies and demands in the EM are determined by tptp CC ,, 10)( =γ  and 
tsts CC ,, 10)( =η . The linear demand-cost function is also found in Federgruen and 
Heching (1999).  
For each combination of the parameters, the experiment is replicated 100 times 
and the average cost per period is computed. 
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5.4.2 Impact of the demand process on cost savings from the 
electronic marketplace 
 This numerical experiment focuses on how the cost savings from the EM are 
affected by the parameters of the demand process. The impacts of φ  is reported first, 




























Figure 5-1 Average cost per period when 10=N , 1=σ ,  1500 =d
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Figure 5-2 Average cost per period when 10=N , 1=σ ,  500 =d
 Figures 5-1 and 5-2 show that the cost savings at larger ||φ  values is greater 
than the cost savings at smaller ||φ  values. 
 When ||φ  becomes smaller ( 1.0±=φ  in the numerical experiment), demand in 
each period becomes almost identically and independently distributed. Thus, the cost 
savings from using the EM will not be significant. However, when ||φ  becomes larger 
( 9.0±=φ  in the numerical experiment), demand distribution in the current period is 
highly dependent on demand in the pervious period. This implies that the past demand 
can significantly affect the impending demand in the current period. The retailer then 
update her demand forecast accordingly and can adjust her inventory level using the 
EM to reduce the inventory cost. Figures 5-3 and 5-4 provide additional experimental 
results to support the claim. 
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Figure 5-4 Average cost per period when 100=N , 1=σ ,  500 =d
 The observations in Figures 5-1, 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4 suggest that greater cost 
savings from the EM may be obtained when stronger correlations among demands in 
different periods exist. However, this does not apply to all the cases. Figures 5-5 and 5-
6 show such examples. 
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Figure 5-6 Average cost per period when 5.0−=φ  and 1=σ  
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show that cost savings become less significant when  
becomes closer to the demand process mean (
0d
1000 =d ), while greater cost savings 
from the EM can be obtained when  deviates greatly from the demand process mean 0d
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( ). Sample demands under different  values are shown in Figures 5-7 
and 5-8. 
150/500 =d 0d
Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show that demands fluctuate greatly in different periods 
( ) when  deviates greatly from the demand process mean ( ). 
When there are greater correlations among demands in different periods, the demand 
forecast in the current period can be updated by taking into account demands in 
previous periods. Using this updated demand forecast, the retailer can then adjust her 
inventory level by purchasing and selling products in the EM. This results in 
significant cost savings. On the contrary, fluctuation in the demands becomes smaller 
when , implying that demands distributions in different periods do not vary 
much. Thus, the cost savings from the EM become insignificant. 























Figure 5-7 Sample demands when 10=N , 9.0−=φ , 1=σ  
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Figure 5-8 Sample demands when 10=N , 9.0=φ , 1=σ  
Figures 5-9 and 5-10 illustrate sample demands when . These figures 
show that regardless of , demands fluctuations in different periods becomes smaller 
after some periods. This implies that demands distributions in most periods become 
almost identical when . Thus, the cost savings from using the EM to adjust the 
inventory level become insignificant. Consequently, it is observed from Figures 5-5 
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Figure 5-10 Sample demands when 100=N , 9.0=φ , 1=σ  
From the numerical results, it is concluded that when (i) demands fluctuate 
greatly in different periods; (ii) there are strong correlations among demands in 
different periods, greater cost savings can be obtained by purchasing and selling 
products in the EM to adjust the inventory level. 
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5.5 Summary 
 This chapter studies an inventory control system in the presence of an EM over 
a finite horizon with auto-correlated demand. At the beginning of each period, a fixed 
quantity of order is received from the supplier, where the quantity must be determined 
first and cannot be changed thereafter. Inventory level can be adjusted at each period 
by purchasing and selling products in an EM. The available supply and demand 
quantities in the EM depend on the prices offered. The retailer’s optimal purchasing 
and selling quantities and respective prices to offer in the EM are computed, and the 
expected total cost is shown to be convex with respect to the order quantity from the 
supplier. Numerical experiments are conducted to measure the impacts of the demand 
processes on the cost savings from the EM. It is found that when demands fluctuate 
greatly in different periods and there are strong correlations among demands in 
different periods, greater cost savings can be obtained by purchasing and selling 
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Chapter 6  Summary and conclusion 
Inventory control is one of the most classical and important problems within 
the filed of supply chain management. Today, inventory control is still important 
because of the large costs associated with it. Electronic marketplaces, which is a new 
distribution channel created by E-Business, provide companies opportunities to reduce 
their inventory costs. In this study, inventory control systems in the presence of an 
electronic marketplace are investigated.  
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6.1 Main contributions 
In Chapter 3, a periodic review inventory control system in the presence of an 
EM is studied. In this system, regular orders can be issued to the supplier and 
emergency orders can be sourced from the EM at additional cost. Furthermore, excess 
inventories can be sold to the EM. When the order lead time from the supplier is one 
period, the optimal inventory control policy is developed from a dynamic 
programming model. When the order lead time from the supplier is longer than one 
period, developing the optimal inventory control policy from the dynamic 
programming model becomes computationally difficult. Instead, three heuristic 
ordering policies are proposed to compute the order quantity from the supplier. The 
first policy is a simple order-up-to policy, which is optimal when the order lead time is 
one period. The second policy employs a constant order size in all periods (SO policy), 
and the third policy solves a cost minimizing problem in each period to determine the 
order size (TD policy). 
Results from the numerical experiments show that significant cost savings are 
achieved by employing the EM to adjust the inventory level in each period. By 
comparing the cost under different heuristic policies, it is found that the TD policy 
always generate the lowest cost (close to that under the order-up-to policy when the 
lead time is one period) and the SO policy can be employed to obtain computational 
efficiency when the lead time is long. 
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The inventory system in Chapter 3 is extended to study the impacts of an EM 
on an inventory system with multiple independent retailers in Chapter 4. The EM is 
operated by an independent market maker, who sets commission charges for 
purchasing and selling products in the EM. Both static and dynamic pricing 
mechanisms in the EM are considered. 
Through extensive numerical experiments, it is found that the inventory cost of 
the aggregated supply chain and retailers’ total costs decrease substantially from the 
EM, regardless of the pricing mechanism in the EM. These cost savings become 
greater when the retailers’ order lead time, demand variability and the number of 
retailers in the EM increase. The consistency between the cost savings of the 
individual retailer and aggregated supply chain is important. Because only if retailers 
can expect significant cost savings, they will participate into the EM, which in turn 
leads to the inventory cost savings of the aggregated supply chain. Furthermore, 
retailers obtain more cost savings under the dynamic pricing mechanism. 
 Finally, a periodic review inventory system for perishable products in the 
presence of an EM is investigated in Chapter 5. In this system, a fixed quantity of 
order is received from the supplier in each period, where the quantity is determined 
first and cannot be changed thereafter. Inventory level can be adjusted at each period 
by purchasing and selling products in the EM and the demand is assumed to be auto-
correlated in different periods. The optimal bidding quantity and price in the EM are 
obtained and the total cost is shown to be convex in the order size from the supplier. It 
is found that when demands fluctuate greatly in different periods and there are strong 
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correlations among demands in different periods, great cost savings can be obtained 
from the EM. 
The assumption that the product is perishable with the lifetime of one period 
may cause some loss of generality for the theoretic results obtained in Section 5.3. For 
products with the lifetime of longer than one period, still the bidding decision proposed 
in this study can be employed as a heuristic solution. Moreover, the insights obtained 
from this numerical experiment can also apply to these products. 
6.2 Future research 
Inventory control policy for a single retailer 
For the inventory system studied in Chapter 3, when the order lead time 
becomes long, the proposed TD policy will becomes computationally inefficient 
because it needs to solve a cost minimizing problem in every period to determine the 
order quantity. This makes the TD policy difficult to implement. Therefore, it is 
valuable to develop some policies that are both efficient and can lead to low cost. 
Another direction for future research is to develop the retailer’s inventory control 
policy when the EM lead time is non-zero. 
The transaction prices in EM are assumed to be constant in the inventory 
system studied in Chapter 3. This assumption can be released so that the system 
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becomes more realistic. To model the stochastic price in the EM, knowledge from 
economics and marketing researches may be necessary. 
Impacts of an EM on an inventory system with multiple retailer  
For the inventory system studied in Chapter 4, it is valuable to study: what kind 
of retailers can benefit more from the EM. For example, do those retailers with longer 
order lead time from the supplier obtain more cost savings than those with shorter lead 
time from the supplier?  
Furthermore, in the system studied in Chapter 4, it is assumed that each retailer 
makes their bidding decisions only to minimize her own cost. However, the retailers 
may play bidding games in the EM with each other. Therefore, it remains to explore 
that: is there a Nash equilibrium of this bidding game and how will it affect the cost 
savings from the EM. Furthermore, when the MM determines the commission charges 
in the EM, she may also play a Stackelberg with the retailers, where the MM is the 
leader and all the retailers are the follower. To explore the effects of this Stackelberg 
game on the cost savings from the EM is valuable. 
Inventory system for perishable products 
 For the perishable product inventory system studied in Chapter 5, it is assumed 
that the lifetime of the product is one period. For general perishable products, whose 
lifetime are longer than one period, the theoretic results obtain in Chapter 5 may not be 
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applicable any more. Therefore, the inventory control policy for such products remains 
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Appendix A  
Appendix A. Retailer’s optimal order quantity without EM 



















I . Thus, a simple search algorithm can be applied to obtain the optimal I . 
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